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Abstract
нот ELECTRON INTERACTIONS IN NANOSTRUCTURES
İsmet İnönü Kaya 
Ph. D. in Physics
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Recai Ellialtioğlu 
February 1997
Modern semiconductor growth and processing techiques have provided the 
capability of fabricating a huge variety of devices which have atomically precise 
layered structures and lateral patterns with nanometer sizes. This not only 
provided novel device possibilités but also opened a new field in condensed matter 
physics, so called mesoscopics. It does not seem likely that the mesoscopic 
electronic devices will be available in the near future. Two main obstacles for 
mesoscopic electronics are the low temperature requirements and the breakdown 
of the phase coherence of the carriers as their energies exceed the Fermi level. 
This strongly suggests the investigation of the excited carriers with energies well 
in excess of their thermal equilibrium energy as the dimensions shrink. In this 
thesis, the interactions of hot electrons in semiconductor and metal structures 
with deep submicron characteristic dimensions have been studied. Tunneling 
Hot Electron Transfer Amplifier (THETA) constructed by abrupt semiconductur 
heterojunctions is a perfect system to analyze the interaction of hot electrons 
with cold electrons and the other possible excitations in solids. Recently, it 
has been discovered that an electron multiplication effect took place in such 
devices under certain conditions and resulted in a transfer ratio of greater than
unity. In this work a novel fabrication technique has been developed. It would 
make it possible to utilize this effect for fabrication of a high frequency oscillator 
in the THz regime, in a future work. In addition, a kind of lateral THETA 
device has been constructed using a Two Dimensional Electron Gas structure. 
Electron multiplication effect for the first time has been observed in 2DEG 
structures. Moreover, the dependence of the effect on parameters such as injection 
energy, emitter and collector barrier heights and electron transit length has been 
investigated. The other direction of the work has been the investigation of 
metal wires under extremely high current densities. A strong nonlinearity in 
conductivity is introduced when a free standing submicrometer wire is biased to 
heat upto very high temperatures. The geometry of two crossing wires has been 
investigated under this condition.
K eyw ords: Gallium Arsenide, Two Dimensional Elecron Gas, Hot Elec­
tron, Nanostructure.
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NANOYAPILARDA SICAK ELECTRON ETKİLEŞİMLERİ
İsmet İnönü Kaya 
Fizik Doktora
Tez Yöneticisi: Assoc. Prof. Recai Ellialtioğlu
Şubat 1997
Modern yarıiletken işlemleme ve atomsal ayrıntılarda kristal büyütme 
teknikleri ile nanometre boyutlarında aygıtların fabrikasyonu mümkün olmak­
tadır. Bu ilerlemeler yeni aygıtların geliştirilmesi olanaklarını açmasının yamsıra 
mezoskopik denilen bir yoğun madde fiziği dalının da doğmasına neden olmuştur. 
Düşük sıcaklık gereksinimi ve taşıyıcıların enerjisinin Fermi seviyesinin üzerine 
çıkarıldığında bağdaşıklığını yitirmesi nedeniyle mezoskopik fiziğin yakın gele­
cekte uygulama alanı bulması olası görülmemektedir. Ancak, bu nanoyapılarda 
yüksek enerjili uyarılmış elektronların davranışı yeni uygulama olasılıkları açması 
yönünden önemli olmaktadır. Bu tezde, mikronaltı boyutlarındaki yarıiletken 
ve metal yapılarda sıcak elektron etkileşimleri incelenmiştir. Yarıiletken 
heteroyapılarıyla gerçekleştirilen Tünelleyen Sıcak Elektron Transfer Yükselticisi 
sıcak elektron etkileşimlerini incelemek için çok uygun bir sistemdir. Kısa süre 
önce bu tip yapılarda, bazı durumlarda transfer oranının l ’in üzerine çıktığı 
elektron çoğalması etkisi gözlenmiştir. Bu çalışmada bu etkiyi kullanarak 
THz mertebesinde çalışabilecek bir osilatör yapımını mümkün kılabilecek bir 
fabrikasyon tekniği geliştirilmiştir. Ayrıca iki boyutlu elektron gazı yapısı 
kullanılarak elektron taşmımmm yanal olduğu bir sıcak elektron aygıtı da
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tasarlanmış ve gerçekleştirilmiştir. Bu aygıt kullanılarak iki boyutta elektron 
çoğalması etkisi ilk kez gözlenmiş ve etkinin elektron enerjisine, engel yükseklikleri 
ve aralıklarına bağlılığı incelenmiştir. Çalışmaların bir başka yönü de yüksek akım 
yoğunluklarında mikronaltı metal tellerin elektriksel özelliklerinin incelenmesi 
olmuştur. Çok yüksek sıcaklıklara ulaşıncaya kadar gerilim uygulanan asılı metal 
köprü yapılarının iletkenliği doğrusal davranışından uzaklaşmaktadır. Çapraz 
geometride yapılan bu tür metal tellerin davranışları bu koşullarda incelenmiştir.
Anahtar
sözcükler: Galyum Arsenit, İki Boyutlu Elektron Gazı, Sıcak Elektron,
Nanoyapı.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For the last 50 years hot electron transport has been a fruitful subject in the 
field of solid-state physics both for theory and experiments. This is mainly 
the result of the efforts made to meet the requirements of the rapidly growing 
semiconductor industry. Modern microelectronics has entered the submicrometer 
scale of miniaturization, and it can easily be seen that even a few volts in the 
applied voltage can lead to electric fields in the order of 10,000 У /cm  and carrier 
drift velocities in the order of 10^  cm/s. These very high drift velocities form 
the basis of devices with operating frequencies approaching the THz regime. In 
most of the device applications and physics experiments the carriers are excited 
to have an energy well in excess of their thermal equilibrium energy. In some 
cases the carriers behave in a manner that can be associated with an elevated 
temperature, giving rise to the name hot carrier. The name is used more widely 
to refer to any highly excited carrier.
The hot electron concept was introduced in late 40’s during the studies related 
to the dielectric breakdown in insulators.^ After the discovery of transistor, the 
study of the nonlinear behavior of current-voltage characteristics was carried out 
in semiconductors. Later, experiments performed by superimposing other fields 
such as magnetic, strain etc. together with static electric field, enlarged the 
subject. After the availability of computers, the numerical methods were utilized 
for exact solution of the Boltzmann equation, and the ’’ Monte Carlo” method
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was developed. These led to a better interpretation of experiments. In the same 
period, materials promising for application purposes such as, Si, Ge, GaAs and 
related IITV and II-VI compounds were systematically characterized.
The development of epitaxial growth techniques opened a new area of 
research centered around multilayered structures. In the last decade the field of 
semiconductor heterojunctions made a tremendous expansion. It is now possible 
to routinely make well characterized high quality interfaces, which are finding 
applications in novel device structures.
Using heterojunctions, one can inject carriers from wider-gap into narrower- 
gap semiconductors. The injected carriers are initially very hot, having an initial 
velocity as much as 10 times that of the saturated drift velocity, and one can study 
the detailed mechanisms by which they lose their excess energy and momentum 
and return to thermal equilibrium temperatures.
Although they have wide area of applications and are inevitably used in 
semiconductor devices, there are very few electronic devices proposed which 
are fabricated from metals. The well established semiconductor industry will 
not allow introduction of totally new technologies for the electronics related 
applications for many years. Any new material system first should be able to 
integrate the existing silicon technology to grow and prove its superiority over 
the semiconductors. In the view of this fact the metals do not seem to have 
a chance to compete with semiconductors in electronics applications. However, 
the electron transport in metals are widely investigated for long time and many 
interesting phenomena were discovered in this very important material system.
Hot electrons in metals are studied through electron heating experiments. 
The electrical and thermal conductivity are studied in detail both experimentally 
and theoretically. Low temperature nonequilibrium measurements have been 
used to investigate the relaxation processes taking place. Nevertheless, with 
the improvement of submicron fabrication technologies different electrical and 
mechanical properties of metals with reduced dimensions are being discovered. 
In Chapter 2 of this thesis nonlinear current-voltage characteristics in a metallic 
cross junction is presented. The structure is originally proposed by Kulik^ as
a new electronic device that has been expected to display transistor action due 
to the strong nonlinearity arising from the nonequilibrium phonons created by 
the injection oi hot electrons. Although the structure does not seem to be a 
competent device it is quite useful to investigate the electron-phonon interactions 
and transport in metals.
M eth od s for G enerating H ot Carriers: The R ole  o f  H eterojun ctions
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A carrier can be heated by several methods. In bulk semiconductors, the 
two most common methods are the application of electric or optical fields. In the 
former, electrons and holes are accelerated under the applied field and gain energy 
such that they occupy quantum states of the crystal for which the equilibrium 
Fermi function would be vanishingly small. In a semiclassical picture, the carriers 
in an electric field E accelerate along the band structure according to the rule 
that
h ^ k = - e E  ( 1.1)
dt
until some scattering takes place. The scattering for acoustic phonon emission 
occurs on a time scale of r ~  1 ns and for optic phonon emission r ~  1 ps. 
The mean free paths for such carriers depend sensitively on the carrier density, 
the electric field, and the lattice temperature, and they typically vary over the 
range 0.01 to 1 fim. Optical absorption generates electron-hole pairs, provided 
that the dilference in energy between the electron in the valence band and that 
in the conduction band matches the optical absorption energy. For visible and 
ultraviolet light, the electrons may be excited high into the conduction bands, 
where they undergo energy relaxation processes on the time scale of 1 ps. There 
are other methods for generating hot carrier distributions in bulk semiconductors. 
These include direct local heating (as with transient heat pulses), or using some 
injecting contact, such as a Schottky barrier at the surface of the semiconductor.
With multilayers, there are new methods for generating hot electrons in 
semiconductors. One can form electrostatic barriers, such as the planar doped 
barriers, and the electrons that pass over such a barrier by thermionic emission
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Emitter Base Collector
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Figure 1.1: Various hot electron transistor structures 
(a) A hot electron transistor structure consisting of three heavily doped GaAs layers (emitter, 
base, and collector) separated by two energy barriers for electrons. During action, the emitter 
is forward biased to inject hot electrons, and the collector barrier is reversed bias to collect the 
hot electrons, (b) The conduction band profiles of various hot electron transistor structures 
that have been examined in the GaAs-AlGaAs materials system. Figure from Kelly.^
are initially hot in the post-barrier region (Figure 1.1). The potential heights can 
vary from a small fraction of 1 eV, to several eV, depending on the doping density- 
thickness product. The observation of hot electron effects requires a structure 
where the shorter arm of the planar doped barrier potential triangle is rather 
shorter in length than the mean free path for a significant hot electron relaxation. 
Alternatively, heterojunctions involving two different chemical compositions
can be used to generate hot electrons. Here, carriers created in a wide- 
gap semiconductor gain a pulse of energy as they cross into a narrower-gap 
semiconductor, and the instantaneous velocity that they acquire can be very large. 
If a (relatively) thick barrier of height AE is interposed between two regions of 
the same composition, carriers can pass over the barrier by thermionic emission, 
with a characteristic T^exp(—AEIkT) temperature dependence for the current 
density. If the barrier between the two layers is sufficiently thin, electrons can 
tunnel through it, and this process has several advantages. First, the tunneling 
current has a much smaller dependence on temperature. It is possible to obtain 
hot electron distributions that are quasi-monochromatic, in that they have a 
spread in energy typified by a Fermi energy within a few meV rather than a wide 
spread of energies characteristic of thermionic emission over a barrier. Multiple 
thin barriers can be used to narrow the distribution even further. The tunnel 
current is generated by applying a bias across the tunnel barrier.
Hot Electron Spectroscopy by Transport Studies
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During the research for a fast unipolar transistor, several multilayer structures 
were investigated in the m i d - 1 9 8 0 s . In Figure 1.1 the conduction band profiles 
of the multilayers involved are shown. They share the following characteristics: 
there are three conducting layers (emitter, base, and collector in the usual 
transistor nomenclature) separated by two barriers. In the early samples, the 
conducting layers were.GaAs, while the barriers could be formed electrostatically 
using the principles of the planar doped barrier and/or compositionally using 
AlGaAs layers of varying shapes that allowed thermionic currents to be generated. 
The transistor operates with the emitter-base barrier under forward bias and the 
base-collector barrier under reverse bias. If the differential resistance of the former 
is less than the latter, the transistor action takes place. A successful transistor 
must be fast, and so all possible RC time constants associated with switching a 
transistor on and off must be minimized. In particular, the conducting regions 
must have low resistance, and in practice a low base resistance is the most difficult
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to achieve. This is because of the other requirements for a high gain transistor. 
If a fraction a of the emitter carrier is actually collected, the ratio of the collector 
current to the base current, which is the current gain, has the value o :/(l — a). 
The challenge is to collect as high a fraction of the emitter current as possible.
The measurements of a are made as follows. The current-voltage characteris­
tics of the base-collector barrier are measured for different values of the forward 
bias on the emitter and hence the injected emitter current. The ratio A /c /A /^ ; is 
determined numerically. And these are transformed into a useful form by using a 
detailed analysis of the collector barrier height. The A le  data at a given emitter 
bias are plotted against the energy of the barrier with respect to the Fermi energy 
in the base region. For a fixed emitter current, the differential increase in collector 
current from a differential lowering of the collector barrier.
Detailed simulations have been set up to analyze results obtained from many 
different experiments, with the emitter barrier height, the electron density in 
the base, and the base layer thickness being key variables. Several important 
processes can be identified by which injected hot electrons could loose their excess 
energy. First there is the emission of phonons, just as it occurs when electrons 
in bulk semiconductors are heated by strong electric fields and reach a saturated 
drift velocity. Secondly, because the base is doped, there are two types of electron- 
electron interaction. A single cold electron in the Fermi sea in the base can extract 
energy from a single hot electron. Alternatively, the hot electron can excite one of 
the (collective) plasmon modes in the electron gas of the base. Formalisms are set 
up for calculating the scattering rate once the frequency and energy-dependent 
dielectric function is obtained.
Tunneling hot electron transistors has been utilized successfully for investi­
gating the physics of hot electrons in semiconductors. The direct observation 
of ballistic transport and single longitudinal optical phonons in GaAs for the 
first time accomplished by use of this kind of structures. Recently, it has been 
found that, in tunneling hot electron transistors with very low collector barrier 
height a kind of electron multiplication occurs due to the interaction of hot 
ballistic electrons with the cold base electrons.^ This results in a transfer ratio in
excess of unity and negative differential resistance between the emitter and base 
contacts. Chapter 3 of this thesis is devoted to the investigation of this effect 
and a fabrication of a high frequency oscillator making use of this effect.
Parallel Transport in Two Dimensional Electron Gas
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The patterning of Schottky gates above a two dimensional electron gas 
(2DEG) provides a way to tailor it laterally to perform huge variety of transport 
experiments. This is called split-gate technique and one of the applications is 
to produce a lateral hot electron transistor structure, by forming electrostatic 
barriers and separate 2DEG into three regions as in the conventional hot electron 
devices described above. At low temperatures this type of device could give 
quite high a base transfer efficiency and a gain. Furthermore, this system is very 
useful for studying the motion of ballistic electrons, but leakage currents at higher 
temperatures limit any wider applications.
The flexibility of the devices fabricated with 2D EG structures using split- 
gate technique lies in the capability of changing the barrier height by playing 
the bias on the gates. Therefore, they have advantages over the conventional hot 
electron devices where the barriers are formed by heterostructures. The device 
geometries can be designed and fabricated more easily to meet the requirements 
of the experiments desired. In Chapter 4 of this thesis a new design has been 
introduced for the observation of electron multiplication in 2DEG which provides 
more control on the device parameters to understand the mechanisms leading to 
this effect.
Chapter 2
Hot Electron Transport in 
Metals
Energy relaxation in metal microstructures have been studied for some time by 
low temperature nonequilibrium transport measurements. In these experiments, 
a dc electric field E applied across the microstructure is used to heat the 
electrons above the lattice temperature. The electric field causes a current density 
J to flow through the metal and the power J.E  is delivered to the electron 
system. In steady state this power is also equal to the power delivered to the 
phonons and to the substrate. These measurements provide information on the 
relaxation processes taking place in the metals. Recently, there have been various 
experiments studying the electron heating in metal wires®“’  ^ and free-standing 
metal w i r e s . H o t  electrons injected in such structures relax their excess 
energy by several means. In metals, electron-phonon scattering causes the lattice 
temperature to rise resulting in a temperature dependent resistivity to be added 
to the residual resistivity as given by the Matthiessen’s rule, p = pr + Pph{T). 
When T > Od , where $d is the Debye temperature, the phonon related resistivity 
varies linearly with T, whereas for T < it should obey the Bloch-Gruneissen T® 
law. Experimentally, however, the resistivity of normal metals does not exhibit 
such a simple universal dependence at low temperatures, since ppk depends only 
on temperature and pr depends only on sample perfection in clean metals. The
8
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T® law assumes that the Fermi surface of the metal is a sphere and neglects the 
Umklapp-processes, whereas experimental values of the exponent range between 
4 and 8 for various metals.^® In a real metal, one must take into account the 
detailed electronic structure, i.e. the shape of the Fermi surface, and the phonon 
spectrum together with the screening properties of the electrons to obtain an 
accurate description of the electron- phonon coupling. Inelastic scattering of 
both electrons and phonons from impurities and defects may also influence the 
temperature dependence, dominating especially at very low temperatures.®’ ®^
If hot electrons are injected into a metal film or a wire the excess energy will 
be readily absorbed by the phonons and the phonon distribution function will 
deviate from Planck distribution. Depending on the dimensions of the structure 
with respect to the dominant phonon wavelength one may have reabsorption 
of the non-equilibrium phonons by electrons, nonequilibrium phonon-thermal 
phonon scattering, or phonon-impurity scattering if the metal is not "clean” 
enough. In either case, the Lorentz constant L, which relates thermal and 
electronic conductivities in metals through the VViedemann-Franz law, k/ct = LT, 
deviates^® from the Sommerfeld value Lo =  (7rV3)(^B/e)^
There are many experimental and theoretical work for the case that there 
is an acoustical 'coupling to the s u b s t r a t e . I n  the case of strong coupling 
the phonons in the microstructure is assumed to remain at the temperature of 
the substrate, which is the same as assuming that the electron-phonon scattering 
rate is much smaller than the rate of thermal energy loss from the metal to the 
substrate. For that case the inelastic energy loss rate from the electron gas has 
been calculated by Anderson et using a simple heat capacity argument, i.e. 
R~p ~  Cei{T)fTin{T). They found the electron temperature Tg to be proportional 
to £ ’2/ 2+p  ^ where p is the phonon dimensionality. Roukes et al.^  experimentally 
found that Te ~  E"^ /^  for 100 nm thick metal films deposited on single crystal 
sapphire.
In the case of finite coupling to the substrate the situation is described by a 
bottleneck between the electron-phonon scattering and escape rate of the phonon 
from the structure to the substrate. The schematic representation of this case is
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Figure 2.1: Electron heating experiment in a meal wire, 
a) A schematic representation of an electron heating experiment, b) Electron temperature 
versus electric field dependence where 77 is the parameter. Figure from Kanskar et al2^
shown in Figure 2.1 (a). Kanskar et alH calculated energy relaxation rate versus 
Te for that case where coupling constant, 77, is the parameter. They found that for 
not very small fields, strong coupling {rj < 1) gives field dependence approaching 
£5/2 while for weak coupling (77 >  1) Tg ~  Their theoretical results are
shown in Figure 2.1 (b).
At low temperatures the rate of electron-electron scattering which relaxes 
the energy within the electron system is much higher than the electron-phonon 
scattering rate. When a dc electric field is applied to metal microstructures 
the energy of the electrons immediately gets its equilibrium distribution due to 
the very short mean free path for electron-electron scattering, /ee· However, 
at low temperatures the mean free path for electron-phonon scattering, 
which is associated with the energy relaxation from the electron system becomes 
comparable to the sample dimensions. For sample dimensions, L > l^ p the 
transport is in dissipative regime and as sample dimensions reduced below l^ p 
transport becomes nondissipative. Kanskar et al}^ observed the crossover from 
dissipative to nondissipative transport as the wire length is changed from L > l^ p
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to L < lep at temperatures T < 1 K. For a given wire as the electric field is 
increased the change in resistance, hence, in electron temperature Tg shows a 
crossover from stronger E dependence to weaker E dependence.
2.1 Electron-Phonon Interactions in Metallic 
Cross
In a recent work by Kulik^ it has been predicted that in a geometry of two metal 
wires crossing each other the nonlinearity in the conductance of one channel can 
be controlled by the current on the other channel. The coupling between the 
channels has been calculated by considering the reabsorption of nonequilibrium 
phonons generated at the crossing point. During this thesis, these predictions 
have been attempted to be verified experimentally. First experiments have been 
done with a gold cross junction deposited on Si surface. Although a nonlinearity 
is observed both in longitudinal and cross conductance, the measured effect was 
not as strong as the theory predicted. This deviation has been attributed to 
the heat leak to the substrate material, since in the calculations perfect thermal 
isolation from the substrate has been assumed. Therefore to perform experiments 
closer to the theoretical assumptions, new processing techniques were developed 
and a free standing metal cross junction has been fabricated.^' The change in 
conductance structure as functions of the currents in both channels has been 
measured in the diffusive regime; that is, the dimensions are large compared to 
the electron mean free path, /«.
2.2 Experimental Techniques
2.2.1 Fabrication of Devices
Substrate Preparation
The substrate for the samples was a Si(lOO) wafer. For the fabrication of 
free standing structure SiOi: was deposited on the surface by Plasma Enhanced
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Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) technique at temperature of 100 °C, 
chamber pressure of 300 mTorr and rf power of 10 W. 2% SiH4 in N2, and N2O 
have been used as the process gases. A 0.5 pm thick SiOj; film has been grown 
in 30 min.
Metal Cross Junction
The minimum dimensions of the structure requires submicron resolution in 
fabrication hence electron beam lithography is utilized (See appendix).
• PMMA is spun on the sample surface at 10000 rpm which gives a resist 
thickness of about 0.2 ^m.
• Resist is prebaked in an oven at 165 °C for 30 min.
• The cross pattern exposed using the e-beam lithography system. The wire 
lengths were 3.6 pm, 5.5 pm and 9.3 pm with varying widths from 0.5 pm 
to 1.2 ^m.
• Exposed parts of the PMMA developed in 1:3 MIBK:IPA solution for 45 s 
are then rinsed in isopropanol and DI water.
• 1000 A 99.99% pure Au is thermally evaporated onto the sample surface.
• Unwanted metalization is lifted-off by immersing the sample in acetone for 
an hour.
Bonding Pads
Ti /Au pads need to be placed at the ends of the metal cross wires for electrical 
connections.
• AZ5214E photoresist is spun at 6000 rpm to give a 1.2 pm resist thickness.
• Resist is prebaked on hot plate at 110 °C for 60 s.
• Pad patterns on the home made optical mask are exposed to 5 m W /cm^ of 
UV light in the mask aligner for 60 s.
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• Photoresist is treated by a chlorobenzene soak for 12 min before 
development.
• Exposed parts of the photoresist are developed in 1:4 AZ-400K:DI water.
• Residual resists on the developed parts are removed by Reactive Ion Etching 
in O2 plasma, at process pressure of 8.10“  ^ mbar and rf power of 18 Watts 
for 2 min.
• 100 A Ti and 2000 A Au are thermally evaporated onto the sample surface.
• Unwanted metalization lifted-off by immersing the sample in acetone for 
few minutes.
Free Standing Bridge
At that level of fabrication the metal cross structure is completed, but the 
structure is in contact with the SiOi material. Inserting the sample into a 1:9 
HF:H20 solution for 10 s etches the SiOj, material isotropically down to the Si 
substrate. This removes all of the SiOi underneath the wires so that the cross­
wires form an air bridge. The sample is rinsed in DI water to stop etching and 
dried carefully in N2 gas jet.
The individual devices were separated by dicing and then epoxied on alumina 
substrates. Gold wire bonding is used to connect the pads on the silicon chips to 
the gold pads on the alumina.
A scanning electron microscope picture of a typical device is shown 
in Figure 2.2.
2.2.2 Measurement Techniques and Setup
Extreme care was taken during measurements in order to protect the samples 
from being destroyed by electrostatic discharge. A home made connector is 
used to make the electrical connections to the pads on the alumina substrate 
to avoid soldering which may damage the samples too. A usual method to 
overcome the electrostatic discharge problem is to put shunt resistors parallel to
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Figure 2.2: SEM view of a free standing metallic cross junction.
The gold cross bridge is 0.5 pm above the substrate. The cross and the wide leads were 
defined by e-beam lithography. The feature at the right upper corner of the figure is 
the extension of the Ti/Au pad registered by using optical mask.
the wires. However, in our case the resistance of the wires are very small and use 
of shunt resistors could result in inaccuracies in the measurements. Certainly, 
measurement of the unprotected devices needed excellent grounding of people 
performing the experiment and any tool used during the sample mounting. The 
yield for measurement was less than 50%; that is more than half of the devices 
were damaged before fully characterized.
Although the cross structure of the devices is symmetrical, that is all four 
arms are identical to each other one of the crossing wires, which is named ’probe 
wire’ , has two connections on each side to allow four probe measurements. The 
other wire is named ’cross wire’ or control wire, interchangeably, and is excited 
during the cross conductance measurements (see Figure2.3).
Low temperature measurements are performed using a Janis closed cycle 
refrigerator which can go down to 8 K. The samples were mounted on the 
cold head by using GE varnish to assure good heat conduction. Temperature
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the measurement setup and electrical 
connections.
dependent resistance was measured in the region between 8 K and room 
temperature by applying Ip = 3 mA current bias to the probe terminals 
of the devices. This value of current is small enough not to introduce any 
electrical heating to the sample as can be seen from Figure 2.5. Current voltage 
characteristics is still in the linear regime for this bias value. The voltage on 
the probe wire, hence, the resistance of the probe wire, V p//p , is measured 
by four wire method to discard the lead resistances which are compared to the 
resistances measured. Hewlett Packard 4142B Source Monitor Unit is used to 
perform electrical measurements. The electrical connections and measurement 
setup are shown in Figure 2.3.
The longitudinal conductance (Ip vs Vp) and cross conductance (Gp vs C) 
measurements were performed both at 8 K and room temperature. Depending 
on the wire sizes the maximum allowed current for the measurements ranges
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from 30 to 70 mA. Above that value the wires are melted and broken due to 
electrical heating. The measurements are performed at current biases very close 
to these values to be able to see the highly nonlinear regime. For the cross 
conductance measurements two currents on each wire has to be applied and 
these currents should not leak to the other wire at the crossing point. This is 
achieved by connecting the both ends of the control wire to two independent 
current sources adjusted to identical currents of opposite directions. During the 
cross conductance measurements conductance of the probe wire was measured 
with respect to both probe and control currents.
2.3 Results and Comparison with Theory
Figure 2.4 shows the temperature dependence of resistance of the probe wire with 
no current in the control channel. This is the complete equilibrium case, in which 
the bath, the lattice and the electron temperatures are uniform and the same, 
since the current during the resistance measurements was very small, < 3 mA. 
The symbols represent the measured data, and the solid line is the plot of the 
expression^
+ P i[l + /3{T/0dTY^ ]^ (2.1)
which is in accord with the Mattheissen’s rule with pr =  po+pi- Here L is the wire 
length, A the cross-sectional area, ^£>=170 K for gold,^® and the fitting parameter 
/? is found to be 3.2 x 10 .^ This clearly gives T® dependence for low temperatures 
and linear dependence for high temperatures. However, our data do not agree 
with the Bloch-Gruneissen law in the region 8 < T < 20 K, this deviation is quite 
difficult to explain since there exists experiments in the literature showing much 
better agreement.
The room temperature resistivity was calculated to be 4.9 x 10“ ® i)m in 
agreement with the literature. It follows from the product^® pig =  8.3 x 10“ ®^ 
that the electron mean free path at 8 K can be obtained as /e=44 nm using the 8 K 
resistivity value of 1.9 x 10“ ® flm. Using the values for longitudinal and transverse
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Figure 2.4: Resistance of a free standing gold wire versus bath temperature. 
The measurements were taken in the 0-3 mA current region in order to avoid heating the wire. 
The solid line is a fit to Equation 2.1, saturating to the residual resistance of 2.4i2 at low 
temperatures. The symbols denote experimental data.
sound velocities in gold/*^ vi =  .3.42 x 10^  m /s and vt =  1-32 x 10^  m /s, one 
estimates the dominant phonon wavelengths \doml2· =  hvj/^ikT at 8 K as 5 nm 
and 2 nm, respectively. Thus, the number of phonon modes is between 20 and 
50, corresponding to 3D phonons. The metal is in the clean limit, since qle > 1, 
where q =  kET/huj is the typical phonon wavenumber. The residual resistivity 
ratio, p(293)/p(0), is found to be ~3.
A nonlinear behavior is observed when the current is increased in the wire 
allowing hot electrons to be generated. Typical plots of probe current Ip and 
differential conductance, dlp/dVp as functions of the voltage Vp across the probe 
wire, for a control current of Ic =  0, are shown in Figure 2.5. The solid curves 
are for the bath temperature at 8 K and the dashed curves are those of room 
temperature. The I /V  characteristics clearly depart from Ohm’s law, and the
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Figure 2.5: Current voltage characteristics for a single wire excitation. 
Probe current and differential probe conductance as functions of voltage drop across the channel. 
There is no current in the control channel at 8 K (solid line) and at room temperature (dashed 
line).
onset of this departure is faster for the low temperature case, since the number of 
thermal phonons is much smaller than that at room temperature. Therefore, the 
effect of the nonequilibrium phonons, emitted by hot electrons at 8 K, for which 
kT < 1 meV, becomes observable at lower electron currents, although electrons 
have lower energies for the same current at 8 K. Moreover, as expected, the 
differentia.1 conductance is higher initially at 8 K and the change is much steeper 
with respect to the room temperature curve. There is an excellent agreement 
with the conductance characteristics calculated by Smith et al}^
From the data of Figure 2.5, the resistance can be calculated as a function of 
the voltage developed along the probe channel and using the curve in Figure 2.4 
as the thermometer. Therefore the average probe wire temperature can be 
obtained with respect to probe voltage. In the experiment overall resistance of a
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wire is measured on which a nonuniform temperature and resistivity distribution 
develops due to a current injected into the wire hence, the measured resistance 
is related to the average temperature of the wire in the linear regime of the 
resistivity-temperature characteristics. Assuming that the wire has a uniform 
cross section, the temperature distribution will be an inverted parabola^®“^^  given 
by23
T IM  = -  x^) (2.2)
where e is the electronic charge, kg the Boltzmann constant, E the electric field 
and L the wire length. At the center, a: =  L /2, one has a maximum,
Tl{x) =  T:- +  (2.3)
where V =  EL and a =  (\/3/27r)(e/^B) =  3200 K /V . For small bath 
temperatures, the dependence becomes, = otV. The average temperature for
a single wire is obtained by taking the integral of Tg{x) over the length, divided 
by the length, as
-1 (0
) (2.4)
where  ^ =  aVJTyj.' When V is extremely small Tu, =  Tb and which
yield Tu, =  Tb justifying the use of Figure 2.4. Note, however, that above about 
10 mV, we can ignore Tb{=S K), and take Tyj — aV  for which =  7t/ 2.
The error is less than 3% for 10 mV and becomes much smaller as the voltage 
drop increases. Hence, in the presence of hot electrons the average electron 
temperature is linear in V,
(2.5)
where the slope is 2513 K /V  for a single wire.
In the case of a cross-junction with two wires of length Li and L2 , one must 
include a coupling term in the temperature distribution expressions, the indices
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1 and p, as well as indices 2 and c are used interchangeably in the following 
expressions.
and
T /(x ) =  Ti + a X  i l  -  -  6 b  -
r lW  =  n " +  i l  -  +  6 b  -
(2 .6)
(2.7)
satisfying r i ( ± X i /2) =  T2 {± L 2 l 2 ) = Tb, where the origin is taken at the crossing 
point and the coupling coefficient b can be obtained from the boundary conditions 
Ti(0) =  T2(0) =  Ths, that give b — [a  ^I2){V^ — V2 )· So, the hot spot temperature 
becomes
T l  = n  + \  + v i) (2 .8)
that is independent of the wire lengths. Figure 2.6 shows the temperature 
distributions Tp(x) and Tc{y) with respect to normalized half lengths \x\!Lp and 
— \y\lLci respectively, for various values of Vp and Vc- 
The average temperature in the branches are found as
^  _T b  v { n . - T b )
 ^ 2 ^  8 32aFi
. -i(roiVx\  , . _ x ( {^ - r )a V i (2.9)
for the probe wire, where r =  1 — and 9 =  +  r'^ oi^ V^  and similarly
as
„  n  , r ' ( T * , - r , )  
8
. / '(4 -r ')a \ 4 '|
sm ( — j + s m  [------j,------ j j
_______________ (2.10)
for the control wire, where r' =  1 — IV2 and 9' =  As a
special case, we consider Vi =  V2 =  F  or r =  r' =  0, that leads to
=  1^  /sin T^}' (2.11)
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Normalized Half Length
Figure 2.6: Electron temperature distributions along the channels.
Left half shows control channel, and the right half shows the probe channel in a metallic cross 
junction for various control and probe voltages.
where r] =  ocV/Ths. and + a^V^. Then, for not too small voltages but
for small Tb, we get
T = \ n ^ ^ - a V ( 2. 12)
which is exactly the same expression for a single wire, Equation 2.5. This is 
expected, because there is no heat exchange between the wires and so they act 
like two isolated wires.
Another special case is when 14 =  0; that corresponds to C =  0 in the 
experiment. Letting r =  1 in Equation 2.9, for not too small 14, we have 
(raVi/0) =  1/3, that results in
T ,  =  1 %  +  5 « ! / , (2 .1 3 )
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Figure 2.7: The calculated average electron temperatures. 
Temperature in both wires given as a function of probe voltage for the special cases of Vc = Vp 
(upper solid curves), and Vc = 0 (middle and lower solid curves) at bath temperatures of (a) 
Tb = 8 K and (b) T& =  293 K. Corresponding experimental plots of effective probe temperature 
versus probe voltage (dotted curves) were computed from the data presented in Figure 3, using 
the resistance characteristics shown in Figure 2.
with a slope of 2000 K /V . On the other hand, when V2  
distribution in the control channel will be given by
0, the temperature
TM =  - f  li/lL2
which will average to
^  4 (r^  -  ri>)
(2.14)
.3q2V,^ (2.1.5)
which goes to Th in the limit Vi =  0 and is proportional to (\ /2/3 )q!Vi for large 
values of V\ with a slope of 1508 K /V . Calculated average electron temperature 
versus probe voltage plots, corresponding to K: =  0 and Vc = Vp, and the dotted 
curves calculated from the experimental resistance data (with /2 =  0) for the 
bath temperatures of =  8 K and Tt =  293 K are illustrated in Figure 5(a) 
and 5(b), respectively. Note that the temperature values and the slopes of the 
experimental curves are smaller than those of the calculated middle curves in the
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Figure 2.8: The effect of the control current on the probe channel conductance. 
Differential conductance is given at various probe currents. Switching of T  from 0 to 20 mA 
would result in a 28% reduction in the probe conductance at Ip=5 mA.
linear regions. This discrepancy may be due to the fact that we did not take into 
account the widths of the wires in our calculations. In other words, the size of the 
interaction region and accordingly the cooling, i.e., the amount of heat transfer 
out of the probe wire are larger in the experiment.
Now, if we fix the probe current to a finite value and vary the control current, 
we observe a decrease in the conductance of the probe channel, Gp. This is not a 
linear change, as shown in Figure 6, where the measurements were taken at 8 K. 
At Ip = 1 mA, initially, the hot spot temperature, Tks·, is at bath temperature, and 
the probe conductance is large. As we increase /c, T/i« increases and accordingly, 
the resistance of the probe wire increases; i.e., Gp decreases. If we set Ip to a 
higher value, we start out with an intermediate lattice temperature, so the effect 
of Ic on Gp becomes less. At Ip =  31 mA, both wires are already hot and the
(a)
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of the temperatures on both wires as only one is biased. 
The average temperature of the probe wire Tp, for average cross wire temperatures, Tc, of 
100 K, 200 K, 400 K and 450 K versus (a) wire width and (b) wire length.
variation of C does not yield much influence. In other words, the larger current 
dominates the conductance of the whole device.
The experiment has been repeated with samples of different sizes keeping 
the symmetry of the crosses; i.e., Lp =  Lc and Wp =  Wc- Using the cross 
conductance data the average temperature on the both wires calculated for 1 mA 
bias current on the probe wire and control currents on the cross wire for several 
devices of different dimensions. The cross current is chosen such that the average 
temperature of the cross wire, Tc, reaches the temperatures 100 K, 200 K, 400 K 
and 450 K. For these values the average temperature on the probe wire, Tp, has 
been calculated from the resistance versus temperature data shown in Figure 2.4.
As can be seen in Figure 2.9(a) and (b) Tp gets closer to the Tc, as Tc is 
increased for narrow and long wires. In other words, the temperature distribution 
of the cross structure is more uniform for longer wires and narrower wires, 
certainly for the range of dimensions given. This indicates that as the wire width 
is increased or wire length is decreased the thermal coupling of the probe wire
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to the bath gets stronger. Indeed, this is not a straightforward conclusion since 
the coupling between the wires is also expected to increase for wider wires. This 
result must be due to a trade off between these two effects.
These results can be compared to that of obtained with cross junction 
deposited on the Si surface to get an idea on how thermal coupling affects 
the nonlinearity. As it can be deduced from the Figure2.5 and Figure2.8, the 
conductance of the probe wire is reduced to its 25% for the longitidual bias and 
26% for the cross bias in the free standing bridge. While, the corresponding 
values for the thermally coupled junction are measured to be 48% and 72%, 
respectively. The difference in the reduction of the conductances for the latter 
proves that the temperature distribution on the cross junction is not as uniform 
as the free standing bridge junction. Because, for the thermally coupled case, the 
phonons escape from the cross wires to the bath not only at the wire ends but 
also at the wire-substrate contact.
In conclusion, a new technique is developed for the fabrication of free 
standing metallic wires. The theory on the nonlinear conductance behavior of 
metallic submicrometer cross-junctions in the diffusive regime is verified. The 
experimental results obtained from the devices of various dimensions are in 
good agreement with the predictions. The strong coupling between the cross­
channels was studied extensively, revealing that the larger current dominates 
the conductance of the whole device. The proposal of utilizing the device as a 
transistor^ does not seem to be very realistic since the principle of operation does 
not yield current amplification. Because the stronger current always dominates 
the other one and the control of a large current with a smaller becomes impossible. 
However, the structure is useful for investigating the electron-phonon interactions 
and phonon escape mechanisms. A possible direction could be investigating 
the effect at frequencies up to 10^  Hz. Such experiments might provide rich 
experimental data related to the electron-electron and electron-phonon relaxation 
rates.
Chapter 3
Vertical Hot Electron Transport 
in GaAs/AlGaAs 
Heterostructures
The ballistic electrons traversing a thin GaAs layer are for the first time directly 
observed using a Tunneling Hot Electron Transfer Amplifier (THETA) device. 
Devices of this type which are constructed of abrupt heterojunctions, was 
proposed by Heiblum in 1980^ '* and first fabricated by Yokoyama et and 
then by Heiblum et al.^  with GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructures.
In Figure 3.1, the energy diagram of the device fabricated by Heiblum et 
is shown. The structure had been grown using MBE. The thin AlGaAs 
layer on the left is placed between two - GaAs layers. Because of the band 
discontinuity between AlGaAs and GaAs, a tunneling barrier for the electrons is 
formed. The left GaAs layer is called the emitter (E) and the next GaAs layer the 
base (B). Biasing the base positive with respect to the emitter will cause electrons 
to tunnel from the emitter and emerge into the base with an excess energy equal 
to еУвЕ- The base is made very thin to allow the injected electrons to cross 
it with minimum chance for collisions. The collector (C) is separated from the 
base by another AlGaAs layer which is made relatively thick. This AlGaAs layer 
prevents the equilibrium electrons in the base from entering the collector even
26
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E M IT T E R BASE COLLECTOR
Figure 3.1: The potential distribution in a THETA device.
An energy versus distance diagram of the heterojuction device for the F electrons. Typical 
voltages for the normal operating conditions are applied. The dashed line describes the potential 
distribution in the collector region for negativeVcB· Figure from Heiblum et al.^
when there is substantial collector bias Vc b - However it allows the injected hot 
electrons which traverse the base to surmount the collector barrier. Therefore the 
collector barrier serves as a normal-energy high pass filter and its height can be 
adjusted by biasing the collector with respect to the base. To reduce the quantum 
mechanical reflections at the B-C interface, the A1 concentration in the collector 
is graded on the base side.
At low temperatures the thermal currents above the barrier are small enough 
and tunneling current dominate. Figure 3.2 (a) shows the collected current as 
a function of Vcb for several values of Ie · Without injection, Ic  is negligably 
small for Vqb <  IV . Then it rises because of tunneling of the base thermal 
electrons through the resultant triangular barrier. At a given injection current 
and Vcb > 0, the collector current is related to the emitter current by Ic =  oJ e ·, 
where a is the transfer ratio. As Vcb is increased the barrier height, </>c, decreases 
as a result of the interface grading and the applied fleld. This causes a to increase.
The device then behaves as a transistor.
The maximum energy of ballistic electrons is eVsE above the Fermi level in 
the base upon injection. This energy should be equal, at the threshold condition 
for current collection to (f>c — (+  \ eVcB | ~^c +  A (the ballistic condition). 
Here X is the Fermi-level position with respect to the conduction band edge in 
the n'^-GaAs, Sc is a measure of the band bending of the accumulation layer in 
the collector and A is the shift of the peak of the electron energy with respect 
to Fermi-level at the emitter. The energy of the collected electrons satisfy this 
condition which proves the ballistic transport of the electrons.
This structure allows fundamental studies of the dynamics of non-equilibrium 
carriers in semiconductors. For negative collector voltage (as shown by the 
dashed line in Figure 3.1) the effective barrier height (f)c for electrons in the 
base depends linearly on Vc b - If one measures the dependence of the collector 
current Ic = n(E±)vji(E)dE_i on the Vcb at a fixed emitter current and plots 
the derivative of Ic  with respect to (f>c (or Vc b ) the resulting conductance curve 
Gc will be proportional to the number of electrons as a function of F'x (the energy 
of the electrons associated with their momentum normal to the barrier). This 
dependence shown in Figure 3.2 (b). The probability for an injected electron to 
cross the base layer and be collected over the collector barrier reflects the total 
cross section for its scattering due to mainly the base electrons, impurities and 
LO phonons (for injection energies above the LO phonon energy).
3.1 Electron Interactions in GaAs
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There are various scattering mechanisms, such as polar optical scattering, 
deformation potential scattering, piezoelectric scattering, intervalley scattering, 
impurity scattering, carrier-carrier scattering, and alloy scattering.
Among the variety of phonons in GaAs, the longitudinal optical phonons (LO 
phonons) are coupled most strongly to low energy electrons. Electrons with wave 
vector k will scatter via phonons with wave vector q to k' (q =  k — k') with 
a probability proportional to |q|“ ,^ thus preferring to maintain their original
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Figure 3.2: The current-voltage characteristics for the THETA device shown in 
Figure 3.1.
The collector current, Ic  (a) and conductance, Gc (b) as a function of Vc b - The curves in 
(b) represents the momentum distributions of the ballistic electrons vtrhich are similar to the 
number distribution n(E), assuming the electron velocity at the injector is almost constant 
over the 60 meV distribution spread. From Heiblum et al.^
direction. The q =  0 LO phonon energy in GaAs has been measured via 
neutron scattering^® and inelastic tu n n elin g ,an d  is huio — 36 meV. At low 
temperatures, when the phonon occupation number is small, scattering events are 
mostly due to phonon emission which is possible only when the electron energy 
exceeds the lowest unoccupied energy state by at least 36 meV.
THETA devices are utilized for the first time to observe the emission of a 
single LO phonon by Heiblum et al?  ^ They constructed a collector barrier which 
was considerably lower than hoj[^ o to enable electrons with energy less than hujio 
to pass, but sufficiently high to prevent those hot electrons that lost Uuio from 
passing. The injected energy distribution should be narrow enough to be able 
to see the features in the energy versus transfer ratio curves. Therefore, emitter 
barrier is as thick as 50 nm which gives an energy distribution with full width 
at half maximum of about 4 meV. Fawcett et calculated the LO phonon 
emission rate in GaAs as:
1 e^m '^ /^ h u J L O  j J _  _ 1
t{E) 4\/27r^ i^?G2 Soo sdc
]{l + n w )F {E :E ') (3.1)
where.
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F I F  F ' \  = m (3.2)
■yiE) =  E{1 — /3E), p =  —0.834 is the nonparabolicity parameter, E' =  E — Huio, 
riLo is the phonon occupation number, Edc =  10.9 and Soo =  12.9 are the static 
and optical dielectric constants of GaAs. A, B, C are due to nonparabolicity 
effects (in parabolic bands A = C =1 and B = 0). Substituting hot electron energy 
E = S5 meV and E' =  49 meV, nio — 0 for low temperatures the above formula 
gives r  ~240 fs. Heiblum et measured a value of r  ~210 fs with their devices 
which is in very good agreement with theory.
3.2 Electron-electron Interactions and 
Electron Multiplication in THETA  
Devices
During the last decade interactions of hot electrons in a doped GaAs layer were 
studied e x t e n s i v e l y . T h e  theoretical and experimental results show that the 
dominant inelastic scattering mechanisms are longitudinal optical (LO) phonon 
emission, and electron-electron (e-e) interactions. These inelastic scattering 
mechanisms are usually considered to alfect the injected electron distribution, 
while leaving the cold electrons in thermal equilibrium. However, if the energy 
transfer from hot electrons to cold electrons is sufficiently large, the cold electron 
distribution is also expected to be modified. In a recent investigation Brill et 
observed this effect in a THETA device. The heterostructure is basically the same 
as the one shown in Figure 3.1. However, the composition of the collector barrier 
layer is adjusted such that the collector barrier was only 10 meV higher than 
the Fermi level in the base. They found that for high enough injection energies, 
eVgB, the dc current transfer ratio, a, exceeded unity. This implies that more 
electrons are collected than that are injected, and that an additional current is 
generated in the base region. Figure 3.3 shows the plots of differential transfer 
ratio a =  dicldlinj and static transfer ratio a , =  Idlinj with respect to injection
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Figure 3.3: The transfer ratios for a THETA with very low collector barrier, 
(a) The differential and (b) the static transfer ratios, measured vs injection energy for different 
collector biases Vc- Transfer ratios larger than unity are observer for low barrier heights and 
high injection energies. From Brill et al7
energy for this device. The static transfer ratio is plotted after subtracting 
the small and constant tunneling current between base and collector. The onset 
of a at eVinj = e<j> measures the collector barrier height which decreases as Vc 
increases. The sharp drop at injection energy of .36 meV indicates the emission 
of an LO phonon. They interpreted the excess output current, clearly seen as 
a > 1, resulting from heating of the cold electrons by the injected hot electrons.
They argued two possible heating mechanisms to explain this effect:
I- Non-equilibrium picture: A hot electron can transfer energy and momentum 
to a cold one in the base region, either directly via e-e interactions or by emitting 
a collective excitation (plasmon-phonon coupled mode) which is then absorbed 
by a cold electron. Such a process can directly produce an additional hot electron 
which can surmount the collector barrier, thus increasing the collector current. 
In this model the energy and the momentum of the injected electrons play an
important role and the cold electron distribution is out of equilibrium. Such a 
mechanism was also anticipated theoretically in a work by Long et al?‘^  where 
they simulated hot electron transport across narrow regions of heavily doped 
Ino.53Gao.47As. Their calculations predicted the transfer ratio a to exceed unity 
for low barriers close to the Fermi energy.
II- Equilibrium picture: Injected high energy electrons increase the average 
energy of the electrons and the temperature of the cold electron system becomes 
higher than that of the lattice. Hence, the thermionic emission current over the 
low collector barrier increases and this causes a to exceed unity.
Both of the mechanisms may take place simultaneously in this multiplication 
process. However, it is not clear which one plays a dominant role. If the 
nonequilibrium picture is dominant then a should be a function of the injection 
energy only and independent of the injection current. If however, the equilibrium 
picture is correct, then the input power, i.e. both injection energy and the 
current should be the relevant parameters in determining a. To understand 
which mechanism is dominant Brill et al7 measured the transfer ratios of two 
devices having identical structures except for the tunnel emitter thickness, thus 
injecting different current densities at the same injection energy. They found that 
a exceeds unity at a lower injection energy in the device having higher current 
densities, which indicates that the equilibrium picture is the more relevant one.
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3.2.1 A  High Frequency Oscillator Making Use of the 
Multiplication Effect
Hot electron transistor structures are considered to be the potential high 
frequency devices over the last 10 years. Due to the very low ballistic transit 
times through such devices (~  100 fs) they have great potential as high- 
frequency current amplifiers and fast switching logic elements, possibly into the 
THz regime. The multiplication effect provides new device possibilities with 
THETA structures. Recently, a novel device has been proposed based on the 
multiplication effect by Dellow et al7  ^ The device is a THETA structure with
transfer factor a > 1. The base current, /jg, should reverse its direction as a of 
the transistor exceeds unity. In a normal operation of a THETA device Ic  vs Ie 
curve tends to asymptotically approach Ic = Ie , (<^  =  1)· But for a device with 
a > 1 this curve will approach a line of slope greater than unity, Figure 3.4 (b). 
At the point where Ic  vs Ie curve crosses the o: =  1 line the base current becomes 
zero. Further increasing of a results in negative base currents. Figure 3.4 (c). The 
slope of the curve beyond point (b) gives the negative differential resistance of 
the emitter-base junction 1/Rb e  =  —diB/dVBE· Then, this negative resistance 
can be made to oscillate in a suitably designed resonant circuit and this signal 
be delivered with gain to a load at the collector terminal. Assuming that the 
parasitic impedances could be made as small as desired, the limiting factor which 
would determine the ultimate operating frequency of this device is the type of 
electron scattering event occurring in the base which leads to the reversal of 
the base current. The results of Brill et all indicate that the mechanism of 
multiplication effect is e-e interaction with an estimated relaxation time of 250 fs. 
This would imply possible operating frequencies of up to 4 THz.
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3.3 A New Fabrication Route for THETA  
Devices to Implement THz Oscillators
Realization of such an oscillator has been attempted recently by Kaya et 
In-situ focused ion beam implantation is utilized to fabricate a hot electron 
transistor. A major complication in the development of THETA devices has been 
the need to make reproducible shallow ohmic contacts to the very thin (~  50 nm) 
buried base electrode without shorting through the narrow (~  100 nm) tunnel 
barrier to the collector electrode below. A fabrication route has been developed 
based on in situ focused ion beam implantation which completely eliminates 
the need for shallow base ohmic contacts and leads to a very high yield of working 
transistors. This fabrication technique also allows the active area to be controlled 
by ion implantation. This provides a means to reduce the collector contact size
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Figure 3.4: Current-Voltage relationships at various terminals of a THETA 
device with transfer ratio a > 1.
Figure from Dellow et al.^ ^
down to sub-micron sizes. This is an important step towards the fabrication of 
high frequency hot electron devices, since the elimination of parasitic impedances 
becomes possible by reducing the contact sizes.
As shown in Figure 3.5 the use of in situ focused ion beam implantation 
allows us to reverse the epilayer sequence which would conventionally be chosen 
with a shallow ohmic contact technology. The structure was formed by growing 
a 500 nm undoped GaAs buffer layer followed by a 65 nm 3 x 10^ ® cm~^ Si- 
doped GaAs emitter electrode on top of a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. After 
the addition of a further 10 nm 1 x 10^  ^ cm“  ^ doped n^-GaAs cap layer, the 
growth was interrupted and the wafer was moved under ultra high vacuum into a 
separate chamber for focused ion beam implantation. Large rectangular-shaped 
regions of the emitter electrode (see Figure 3.6), beneath where the base ohmic
contacts would be formed, were implanted with 30 KeV Ga ions at three different 
dose levels of 2.6 x 10^  ^ ions/cm^ (A series), 5.2 x 10^  ^ ions/cm^ (B series) and 
1.0 X 10^ “* ions/cm^ (C series), except for a small unimplanted slot in the middle 
which forms both the emitter contact and the active device region. The ion 
implanted emitter regions become highly resistive^^ and deep ohmic contacts were 
subsequently made to the base layer above these regions, thereby eliminating the 
possibility of unwanted shorts between base and emitter contacts. Alignment 
marks outside the transistor were very heavily implanted (2.2 x 10 ®^ ions/cm^) so 
that they would be visible for optical lithography after the subsequent regrowth. 
The wafer was returned to the growth chamber and 10 nm undoped GaAs was 
grown at a reduced temperature of 520 °C (the growth temperature was 590 °C 
for all other layers) to minimize diffusion of Si atoms through the structure. 
The remaining layer sequence comprised a 12 nm undoped Alo.33Gao.67As emitter 
barrier, 10 nm undoped GaAs, a 35 nm 2 x 10^ ® cm“  ^ doped n"'‘ -GaAs base 
electrode, 5 nm undoped GaAs, a collector barrier composed of 50 nm undoped 
AlxGai_xAs (x linearly graded from 0.05 to 0.1) and 50 nm undoped Alo.1Gao.9As, 
5 nm undoped GaAs and a 250 nm 2 x 10^ ® cm“  ^ doped n+-GaAs collector 
electrode (see figure 3.6).
3.3.1 Fabrication of Devices
After removal from the growth chamber the wafer was diced into 5 m m x5 mm 
chips and each chip processed as described in the following steps:
Collector Ohmic Contacts
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• Spin photoresist (Shipley S1813) at 5000 rpm, ( ~ 1.1 pm thick),
• Prebake at 95 °C for 30 min.
• Expose with 320 nm UV light using the collector contact masks at 
10 mW/cm^ for 10 s. Heavily ion implanted alignment marks are made 
visible under microscope by side illumination. Therefoi'e, the alignment
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250 nm n" GaAs 2x 1 cm'^
5 nm GaAs undoped
50 nm AIo.iGa<),9As undoped
50 nm AJxGai-xAs undoped 
graded x=0.05 to 0.1
5 nm GaAs undoped
35 nm n^  GaAs 2x l0’* cm'·^
10 nm GaAs undoped 
12 nm Alo.33Gao.67As undoped 
10 nm GaAs undoped 
10 nm n+ GaAs 1x 10*’  cifi'^  -  -
65 nm n+ GaAs 3x 10** cm'*^
500 nm GaAs undoped buffer
COLLECTOR
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T;stop growth here 
for ion implantation
EMITTER
semi-insulating substrate
Figure 3.5: The growth schematic of the ion implanted THETA structure.
is performed by using a fiber illuminator with a yellow light to prevent 
unintentional exposure of the photoresist.
• Treat the resist with a 15 min chlorobenzene soak to get better resist profiles
for lift-off, then dry in a N2 gas jet,
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• Develop the exposed areas by using Microposit 351 CD-40 Developer for 
~60 s,
• Apply 10 min of Argon Plasma Etch to remove any residual resist in the 
developed regions.
• Evaporate A u /G e/N i/T i/A u  (500Â/250Â/150Â/150Â/1800Â) and then 
lift-off in acetone.
Selective Etch to Base Contact
• The H2O2/NH4OH/H2O system is used to selectively etch top GaAs layer 
leaving the AlGaAs unattached.^® Etching is performed in a water cooled 
jacketed glass reaction vessel at lO iO .l °C and the collector metal contacts 
are used as the self aligning masks. The solution is made by adding few 
drops of 25% concentrated NH4OH solution to 200 ml 30 % H2O2 solution 
until a pH of 7.30±0.01 is attained. Constant agitation is maintained with 
magnetic stirrer to get reproducible etch rates.
Selective Etch to Emitter Contact
• Emitter Layer Etch Mask is used to etch down to the emitter barrier.
• AlGaAs collector barrier is selectively etched by using the K I/I2/H 3PO4 
system at -10 °C, The solution is prepared by adding 1 gr. I2 and 2 gr KI 
into 200 ml concentrated H3PO4 solution.
• GaAs base region is selectively etched down to the emitter barrier using the 
H2O2/NH4OH/H2O system as described above.
Base and Emitter Contacts
• The base and the emitter contact patterns are deposited simultaneously in 
the same way as described in the deposition of collector contacts
• Coated metals are then annealed to form the ohmic contacts in an N2 
(5%H2) reducing atmosphere at 380 °C for 10 s.
Device Isolation
• Individual devices are isolated from each other by using the isolation mask 
and mesa etching of 0.25~0.50 pm deep. H2O2/H 3PO4/H 2O (1:1:38) is 
used as the non-selective etchant.
Die Bonding and Wiring
• The completed chip was then epoxied to an alumina chip carrier and wire 
bonded with 18 pm gold wire. Alumina substrate is not only a chip carrier 
but also provides good heat conduction at low temperatures.
• Chips on alumina substrates are attached to the cold head of the closed 
cycle cryostat by using GE-varnish.
In this device configuration the active transistor area is defined by the overlap 
of the unimplanted slot and the collector contact. Since the former can be defined 
with the resolution of the focused ion beam (~ 0.1 pm), extremely small devices 
can be written which nevertheless have large bonding pads. This flexibility will 
be a key advantage in the future designs of high-frequency device structures.
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3.3.2 Measurement System
The preliminary measurements of the devices were done at 8 K using a closed cycle 
He cryostat (Janis Model 22). Moreover, the same measurements are repeated 
at 4.2 K and 2.4 K in a LHe cryostat.
A schematic diagram of the constant-voltage measurement system is shown in 
Figure 3.8. It is designed to measure both current (I) and conductivity (d l/dV ) 
for a given voltage across a two terminal diode.
Current-voltage characteristics are recorded by measuring the current flowing 
through the structure over a preset bias range using a DMM/Scanner (Keithley
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Collector 250nm n*-GaAs
lOOnm AJxGai.xAs
220^111
120^ 1^
Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of an oscillator structure.
Epliayer sequence and location of ion implantation regions are shown (top). Vertical projection 
of the completed structure (bottom).
199). The voltage sweep is supplied by a DC voltage ramp which feeds one of the 
inputs of a voltage adder. The constant voltage source is necessary to prevent 
the sweeper voltage falling when the finite resistance sample is connected due to 
its non zero output impedance. The source is essentially a voltage follower with 
a very high input impedance operational amplifier. The circuit reproduces the
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Figure 3.7: Photograph of the completed devices.
The distance between the + shaped alignment marks is 400 ^m. The four devices have 
active areas of 5x5/um^, lOxlOpm^, 15xl5/um^ and 20x20/im^.
sweeper voltage across the sample while presenting a high input impedance to 
the sweeper (see Figure 3.9).
Conductivity (d l/dV ) measurements may also be made using a lock-in 
amplifier (EG&G Model 5210). The sample voltage signal is modulated with 
a ImVRMS AC signal from a high stability oscillator (Krohn-Hite model 4400A) 
at 370 Hz. The lock-in yields the analog derivative proportional to d l/dV  which 
then forms another input to the DMM and is recorded by a computer.
The AC modulation voltage and the DC sweeper voltage are fed into two 
separate voltage followers and their sum is reproduced at the output of the 
noninverting adder. The true DC voltage across the sample is then measured 
by the unity gain differential amplifier which outputs the voltage to the DMM.
The current flowing in the sample is measured by a current sense circuit
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Figure 3.8: Block diagram of current-voltage measurement set-up.
connected in series. DC and AC component of the current amplification can 
be controlled separately. The sweeper voltage, current and conductance are 
measured on the multichannel DMM and recorded by a controlling personal 
computer.
3.4 Results and Discussions
Initial conductivity measurements at low temperatures showed two important 
facts about the device fabrication processes. •
• Emitter-Base conductivity measurements for the several devices from the 
three different series of implanted structures showed that the implantation 
doses for the A and B series devices are not sufficient. As the temperature 
is reduced down to 8 K conductances of A and B series devices saturated 
around few mS while the C series went down to few pS. This clearly showed
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Figure 3.8: Block diagram of current-voltage measurement set-up.
connected in series. DC and AC component of the current amplification can 
be controlled separately. The sweeper voltage, current and conductance are 
measured on the multichannel DMM and recorded by a controlling personal 
computer.
3.4 Results and Discussions
Initial conductivity measurements at low temperatures showed two important 
facts about the device fabrication processes. •
• Emitter-Base conductivity measurements for the several devices from the 
three different series of implanted structures showed that the implantation 
doses for the A and B series devices are not sufficient. As the temperature 
is reduced down to 8 K conductances of A and B series devices saturated 
around few mS while the C series went down to few pS. This clearly showed
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Figure 3.9: Block diagram of a sample connections.
that only the highest implantation dose (1x 10 “^* ions/cm^) provided proper 
isolation.
• Collector and Base ohmic contacts are quite sensitive to alloying tempera­
ture and time. An slight increase in the alloying temperature (in the order 
of 10 K) cause the collector contacts to diffuse into the barrier region. On 
the other hand, a slightly decreased temperature gives bad ohmic contacts 
with nonlinear behavior and high resistance. Actually, the identification of 
the reason for the leakage is quite difficult. Because the collector barrier is 
already very low and a small error in the growth parameters would result 
in a similar effect as the shorted barrier by the diffused ohmic metals.
The yield of our novel in situ implantation fabrication route is extremely good, 
and 90% of the devices in a relatively small statistical sample of 17 worked.
Potential barrier height is related to the A1 mole fraction x by the relation 
(¡)(meV) — 750;r for x <  0.4,^  ^ thus the emitter barrier of Alo.33Gao.67As gives
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Figure 3.10; I-V characteristic for the Emitter-Base and Collector-Base at 4.2 K.
Фе ~  250 meV and the collector barrier of Alo.1Gao.9As gives фс ~  75 meV. Fermi 
level for the 2 x 10^  ^ cm“  ^ doped GaAs regions is 70 meV above the bottom of 
the conduction band.'*° Therefore, the energy difference between the Fermi level 
and the top of the barrier is calculated as 180 meV for the emitter and 5 meV 
for the collector barrier.
Figure 3.10 shows two-terminal I-V characteristics at 4.2 К for a typical 
device of approximate active area 25 μτη?. Note that the the base-emitter (Bl-E) 
and base-collector (B l-C) characteristics are strongly nonlinear and indicate the 
expected tunnel transport. The sharp rise of both collector and emitter currents 
occur around the designed barrier height energies.
To check that the design parameters had been met, temperature-dependent 
measurements have been performed on the Bl-E and B l-C  conductance at zero 
bias and these clearly showed thermally activated behavior.
If a relatively thick barrier of height /\E is placed between two regions of 
the same composition, carriers can pass over the barrier by thermionic emission, 
with a characteristic G{T) a  T ‘^ exp{-AE/kT) temperature dependence for the
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Figure 3.11: Thermally activated behavior of the tunnel barriers 
Conductance of the collector and emitter tunnel barriers versus inverse temperature, measured 
at zero bias.
conductivity at constant voltage bias. Therefore by obtaining the conductivity 
versus temperature under zero bias conditions one can calculate the barrier height 
from
AE = -h T \ a (T ). (3.3)
Figure 3.11 show the InG/T  ^ versus inverse temperature graphs for the 
collector and the emitter barriers of the device. The barrier heights are calculated 
from the slopes of the linear portions of the curves. The calculated heights 
of (f)E ~200 meV and <f>c ~5 meV for the emitter and the collector barriers, 
respectively, show quite good agreement with the growth data.
The small tunneling current at 1 mV AC bias dominates at low temperatures 
where the thermionic emission current is very small and results in a divergence 
from the linear behavior as seen in the graphs. Note that the thermally activated 
behavior of the emitter barrier is good evidence for effective implantation isolation 
of the emitter and base electrodes all the way up to the room temperature.
Figure 3.12(a)-(c) show typical common-base transistor characteristics at 
2.4 K. Figure 3.12(b) shows a family of Ic -  Vcb curves for six values of Is 
between 0 pA  and 100 pA in 20 pA steps. Figure 3.12(a) displays the conductance 
dIcldVcB for these traces and is clearly dominated by leakage currents between 
base and collector outside the region —0.3V  ^ < Vcb  < O.IF. This is due to the 
very low height of the collector barrier. The peaked structure in the conductance 
around VcB=(l occurs at the onset of collection of the injected current and is a 
measure of the energy (momentum) profile of the incident electron distribution.® 
In figure 3.12(c) the leakage current at /^ = 0  has been subtracted from the 
collector current, and it is clearly seen that for some values of the injection 
current,· in particular Ie =^0 pA and 60 pA, the collected current exceeds the 
injected current by up to 5%. At these points the base current must reverse 
direction, and this is illustrated in Figure 3.13 where we deduced the base 
current for Vc’B=0.4 V and 0.5 V. Note that both curves sit on a large negative 
background due to the existence of unwanted leakage currents through the very 
low collector barrier. As the injection current is increased from zero, the base 
current initially increases as electrons relax and become trapped in the base 
region. At larger currents, however, the base current falls abruptly as electron 
multiplication starts to become important. The strength of the effect is clearly 
much stronger at the larger value of Vcbi indicating that the collection of the 
secondary electrons with rather low energies very near the Fermi energy of the 
base electrode is important. At still higher injection currents the base current 
rises again as voltage drops in the plane of the emitter and collector electrodes 
begin to distort the potential profile through the transistor.
The power balance for the cold electronic system can be written as :^
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Vin,Un,{\ -  =  N k.,(T^ -  Tl) +  /,1(6 +  P a ,, (3.4)
where the left hand side expresses the power input from the hot to cold electrons, 
with Tg being the corresponding energy relaxation time and Ib the transit time 
of the hot electrons to across the base. The first term on the left hand side 
represents the acoustical phonon energy loss rate with ACgp — 6.4 X 10-1® W/K®
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Figure 3.12: Transistor characteristics of the THETA device 
(a), (b) Typical family of transistor characteristics for Ib =  0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 fiA at 2.4 K. 
(c) Plots of Ic  versus Vcb with leakage current at /£; =  0 subtracted out.
per e l e c t r o n , N the total number of electrons in the base, Te and Ti the electron 
and the lattice temperatures, respectively. The second term is the cooling rate 
due to thermionic emission current over the collector barrier, Ith = Ic, where 
each electron is assumed to carry an energy equal to collector barrier height, 
e(f>c· The last term describes the electron diffusion from the central, hotter part 
of the base to external, colder parts. The size of the devices for which the results 
are presented here is 5 x 5 and the the total number of electrons N in the
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Figure 3.13: Negative differential resistance in THETA device.
Calculated base current as a function of emitter injection current. The measurements are done 
at 2.4 K for VcB=0.4 and 0.5 V.
active area is 2.5x10® for the electron density of 2 x 10 ®^ cm“ ®.
We take the sample values from our data as the K„j=325 meV, /¿„j=40 pA, 
7c=275 pA giving o;=1.04. The cooling power due to thermionic emission 
is 1.35 pW. We can assume that the power lost by diffusion {Pdiff) can be 
neglected.^ This assumption is also supported by the measurements done with 
the samples of dimensions in the range 5-20 pm, where no significant dependence 
of the transfer ratio on the dimension has been found.
The observed additional increase in the collector current due to electron 
multiplication is around 1%. If we assume that the increase in the collector 
current is mainly due to the heating of the electrons in the base region, 
the electron temperature in the base can be estimated by interpolating the 
conductance versus temperature data. 1% increase in the collector current
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corresponds to a 0.1 K increase in the electron temperature for the lattice 
temperature of 2.4 K. That much heating in the base electron system corresponds 
to an acoustical phonon energy loss rate of 30 pW / cm^ a value that can safely 
be ignored.
Therefore, the only remaining term on the right hand side of the equation 3.4 
will be the cooling rate due to thermionic emission. This means the power input 
from the injected electrons that relax their energy to the base electrons mainly 
lost by the thermionic emission. Solving for the hot electron energy relaxation 
time, Tg, gives a value of 350 fs. It is difficult to compare this value with the 
theory since detailed calculations for the electron-electron interactions for this 
electron densities does not exist in the literature. Jalabert et has calculated 
the total inelastic lifetime of Tin =  50 f  sec for the coupled plasmon-phonon modes 
for electron density of our devices and Vnj =  400meV. Monte Carlo simulations 
also gave similar values for total scattering rates.
These arguments discussed above quite consistent with the results given in 
the work by Brill et alJ Where they also measured the electron temperature 
in the base region independently by magnetoconductance measurements. In 
their experiment the static transfer ratio {Ic/Ie ) exceeded 1.4 and the electron 
temperature measured to be ~13 K.
We can conclude, using the the results of Brill et al. and our results which 
basically differ at the injection energies, that the electron energy relaxation time, 
Tg, increases drastically from 130 meV to 325 meV. They estimated a 250 fsec 
value for Tg for injection energy of 130 meV. The exponential dependence of 
the input power to the relaxation rate resulted in a considerable increase in the 
electron temperature, and the transfer ratio in their devices. Since the electron 
densities are the same in both devices we can conclude that the injection energy 
is a key parameter for devices of this type and should be designed to be low for 
higher transfer ratios.
In summary, a novel technique of in situ focused ion beam implantation has 
been used to fabricate a hot electron structure without the need for shallow ohmic 
contacts. The technique has a very high yield and has been successfully used here
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for the purpose of demonstrating in a future work a prototype high-frequency 
oscillator structure based on electron multiplication in a THETA device. The 
prerequisites for oscillation, namely a transfer factor in excess of unity and 
reversal of the base current, have been demonstrated. It should be noted that 
the fabrication route can be used with any planar transistor structure, and the 
observed high device yields could well lead to a renaissance in planar hot electron 
devices. Although we have demonstrated a transfer factor in excess of unity and a 
reversal of the base current (if leakage currents are subtracted) the effects are still 
relatively weak. This is due, in part, to the rather high emitter barrier which leads 
to very high injection energies of several hundred meV. If the dominant scattering 
process giving rise to multiplication is electron-electron pair scattering, then it 
is known that this is much stronger at lower hot electron energies and could be 
greatly enhanced by reducing the height of the emitter barrier. This should also 
allow the transfer factor to exceed unity at smaller values of Vcb  where leakage 
currents are less important.
Chapter 4
Lateral Hot Electron Devices
4.1 The Two Dimensional Electron Gas
Two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in a modulation doped (MD) GaAs/AlGaAs 
heterostructure^^ provides the starting point for the lateral devices studied in 
this thesis. Such a heterostructure consists of a sequence of thin layers grown 
epitaxially on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate; Figure 4.1 (a,). The growth 
technique of choice is molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) since this technique 
yields the highest quality structures, in terms of purity, interface sharpness 
and crystalline perfection. As shown in Figure 4.1(b), the conduction electrons 
supplied by the donors in the AlGaAs layer are confined in a narrow potential 
well at the interface of the GaAs and AlGaAs. This nearly triangular potential 
well is formed by the repulsive barrier due to the conduction band offset 
of approximately 0.3 eV between GaAs and AlGaAs, and by the attractive 
electrostatic potential due to positively charged donors in the AlGaAs layer. 
Motion of the electrons in the potential well is quantized perpendicular to the 
interface, but is free to move parallel to the interface. This results in the formation 
of two-dimensional subbands in the well.
A 2DEG has several desirable properties. The most important of these 
may be that the mobility is much greater than is achievable in bulk GaAs. 
Due to the remote doping scheme the conduction electrons are separated from
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Figure 4.1: The 2DEG heterostructure 
(a) The layers of a modulation doped GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure, and (b) the corresponding 
band bending diagram. The numbers given are for the wafer used in this work.
the ionized donors in the doped AlGaAs layer, so that scattering from the 
latter is reduced. Scattering from the ionized donors is further reduced by 
the insertion of an undoped AlGaAs spacer layer setting the doped layer back 
from the heterointerface. Another important property of the 2DEG is its low 
electron density, which can be varied easily by means of an electric field applied 
perpendicular to the layers. Usually a metallic gate electrode is deposited on 
top of the heterostructure for this purpose, in which case isolation is provided 
automatically by a Schottky barrier. The gate voltage is defined with respect to 
the 2DEG. The density underneath a gate electrode of large area changes linearly 
with the electrostatic potential of the gate, Vq ·, according to the parallel plate 
capacitor formula
8N, = - 8 V g, 
eel
(4.1)
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where e ~  12.9eo is the static dielectric constant of GaAs, and d is the distance 
between the gate and 2DEG.
An additional advantage of the low electron density is that it leads to a large 
Fermi wavelength. The energy of electrons in a 2DEG is
E(k) =
h V
2m ’ (4.2)
The effective mass m in GaAs is m =  0.067mo, where mo is the free electron 
mass. The 2D density of states
mP2D Trh2 > (4.3)
is independent of energy. In equilibrium the states are occupied according to the 
Fermi-Dirac distribution
f ( E - E f )  = ll + e x p (^ j^ ) ] - ' . (4.4)
At low temperatures, such that ksT  <C Ep·, the Fermi energy Ep of a 2DEG 
is directly proportional to its sheet density Ns·, according to
Ep = Ns/p2D- (4.5)
The Fermi wave number kp = [2mEpl?i^yl'^ is related to the density by 
kp =  (27tA^ s) /^ .^ For the 2DEG used in this work electron density is Ns ~  
4.2 X 10^  ^ cm~^. The Fermi energy and the Fermi wavelength can be calculated 
as Ep ~  15 meV, \p =  2Trfkp ~  40 nm, respectively.
2DEG can be given any desired shape by using lithographic techniques. The 
shape can be defined by etching a pattern, or by electrostatic depletion using a 
patterned gate electrode. A local depletion of the 2DEG below a gate is associated 
with a local increase of the electrostatic potential, relative to the undepleted 
region. At the boundaries of the gate a potential step is thus induced in the 
2DEG. The potential step is smooth, because of the large lateral depletion length. 
This method has been used by Wharam et and van Wees et to observe 
the conductance quantization in a confined 2DEG.
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4.2 Low Field Parallel Transport in Two 
Dimensional Electron Gas
The most important feature of the 2DEG heterostructure is that essentially all 
of the mobile carriers (electrons confined to the GaAs layer) and their parent 
donor impurities (in the ACGa-i-xAs layer) are physically separated from each 
other in an irreversible manner.Thus, the electron density in the GaAs channel 
may greatly exceed the density of the unintentionally present impurity-scattering 
centers in the channel, leading to considerable change in mobility behavior in the 
temperature and carrier-density regimes where impurity-scattering mechanisms 
are important. In fact, the fabrication of extremely pure samples with electron 
mobilities higher than 10® cm?/V.s is now commonplace, and mobilities in excess 
of 10^  cm?¡V.s have also been achieved at low temperatures.^®“ ®^ Figure 4.2 
shows the temperature dependence of the Hall mobility of 1.17 x 10® err?¡V.s 
sample (open circles) reported by Pfeiffer tt al., together with some of the 
landmark samples in the history of modulation doped AlxOai-^As/GaAs (solid 
circles).‘*®
The scattering mechanisms which are responsible for limiting the mobility 
in heterolayers can be categorized as being either of the extrinsic or intrinsic 
type.“^® Extrinsic effects associated with charged impurity scattering due to 
unintentionally doping of the bulk GaAs and Al^Gai-xAs spacer layer can, in 
principle, be reduced by improving growth and fabrication techniques. It is noted 
that this is not the case for scattering from the remote ionized impurities in the 
highly doped AlxGai-xAs region. This is considered to be an intrinsic effect, since 
they are responsible for contributing the electronic space charge which forms the 
2DEG at the heterointerface.
As shown in Figure 4.3,®® the electron mobility of the 2DEG in the 
triangular-well-potential is strongly improved due to the physical separation ol 
electron carriers from the positively ionized donor parent atoms especially at low 
temperatures. At any finite temperature, the electrons are unavoidably subjected 
to the intrinsic scattering effects due to the absorption and emission of phonons.“*®
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Figure 4.2: Improvement of the 2DEG mobility in the last two decades. 
Temperature dependence of the Hall mobility of some landmark samples in the history of 
modulation doped AlxGai—xAs/GaAs. Figure from Pfeiffer et alA^
Since in 2DEG structure the ionized impurity scattering is substantially reduced, 
even at low temperatures the electron-phonon interactions constitute important 
mechanisms limiting electron mobility.
At high temperatures, as in the case of bulk materials the polar optical 
scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism; on the other hand, at low 
temperatures the electron mobility is limited by acoustic-phonon piezoelectric 
and deformation-potential scattering, together with alloy-disorder scattering and 
ionized-impurity scattering. Remote ionized-impurity scattering is always present 
in 2DEG structures. The equilibrium concentration of remote ionized impurities 
in the doped ACGai-xAs region is related to the interface-electron density Ns 
and spacer-layer thickness Wsp·^ ^
The mobility of 2DEG is known to depend on the MD-structure parameters
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Figure 4.3: Variation with temperature of various scattering-limited mobilities 
in MD ACGai-xAsjGaAs heterostructures.
The data for the bulk GaAs is also shown. The scattering mechanisms considered are: acoustic 
phonon scattering via piezoelectric coupling (PE), acoustic phonon scattering via deformation 
potential (DP), polar optical phonon scattering (PO) and ionized-impurity scattering. The 
shaded area represents the range of mobilities obtained experimentally. Figure from Adomi et 
a/, 50
(such as the thickness and AlAs content x of constituent layers), and is 
especially dependent on the spacer-layer thickness Wsp (i.e., thickness of undoped 
AlxGai-xAs layer inserted between n-AlxGa\-xAs and undoped GaAs). The 
highest electron mobilities reported so far have been achieved with relatively 
thick spacer layers {Wsp In Figure 4.4, the mobility of 2DEG in a
series of MD AlxGa\-xAsjGaAs single-heterojunctions is shown with thickness 
of undoped AlxGai-xAs spacer layer Wsp as a parameter.®^ As the temperature
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Figure 4.4: Dependence of the 2DEG mobility on spacer layer thickness. 
Temperature dependence of the 2DEG mobility in MD ALGai-xAs/GaAs heterostructures 
with thickness of an undoped ALGai-xAs spacer layer W,p as a parameter. Figure from 
Hirakawa et al.^ ^
is reduced from 300 K to 100 K, the mobilities of 2DEG increase rapidly. The 
mobility in this region is limited mainly to the polar optical scattering. It has 
been shown by Polland et that the Fröhlich electron-polar-optical-phonon 
interaction is independent of the dimensionality, independent of quantum-well 
thickness, and also independent of carrier density. As the temperature is further 
reduced, below 100 K, the mobilities tend to level off and approach asymptotically 
to some limiting value at T=0 K. As seen in Figure 4.4, this limiting value at 
T=0 K depends strongly on the spacer-layer thickness Wsp.
The mobility p of 2DEG is also known to depend on electron concentration 
Ns- Figure 4.5 shows the electron mobility measured in triangular-well-potential 
ACGai-xAsIGaAs heterojunction with a ISO A spacer layer thickness.®  ^ The 
data are plotted as a function of which is varied by scanning the gate 
voltage of three-terminal device. At low temperatures (<50 K), p is found
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Sheet Carrier Concentration N5 (cm '^)
Figure 4.5: Electron mobility versus electron density.
The mobility is measured in an AlxGai-xAs/GaAs 2DEG structure with a 180-Aspacer layer 
thickness. The data are plotted as a function of sheet electron density N, for different 
temperatures from 11.6 K to 300 K, where the N« is varied by scanning the gate voltage 
of three-terminal device. Figure from Hirakawa et alA~
to be proportional to N'J with 7 =  1.7. This strong dependence of ¡j, on Ns 
results mainly from the fact that the ionized impurity limited scattering rate 
(1/ r )  decreases as the Fermi energy Ep (oc Ns) of the 2DEG increases 
At intermediate temperatures, the Ns dependence on p weakens since both the 
acoustic and optical phonon scatterings are less dependent on Ng (theoretical 
7 value falls in the range -1/3 to 1/ 2). At high temperatures (>200 K), the 
reduction of p is observed with increased Ng. This phenomenon is caused by the 
parallel conduction of low-mobility electrons in the AlxGa\-x layer.
At low temperatures below T~40 K, the electrons in the GaAs channel 
are scattered via deformation potential interaction and piezoelectric coupling 
(acoustic phonons). For typical carrier densities Ng ~  10^  ^ cm~^, the thermal 
energy kT is much smaller than the Fermi energy Ep of the 2D EG.
The 2DEG concentration in AlxGai^xAsjCaAs heterojunction can increase
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Figure 4.6: Mobility and electron density versus temperature for the 2DEG. 
The above data are obtained standard Hall measurements performed with the 2DEG used in 
this work. Dots on the lower parts of the curves represent the data taken as the sample is cooled 
at dark. At the lowest temperature the sample is illuminated by IR light for few seconds. As 
the sample is heated up to the room temperature the data on the upper parts of the curves 
measured.
by illumination with infrared light of energy of ~  1 eV. The illumination has been 
shown to transfer the deep DX donor centers into the shallow donor configuration, 
resulting in a more efficient transfer of electrons from the AlxGa\-xAs barrier into 
the GaAs channel. Figure 4.6 shows, the Hall mobility, p and electron density. 
Ns for the 2DEG sample used in this work in the temperature range of 8-300 K
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both in the dark and after illumination with infrared light.
As mentioned before, one of the most dominant scattering mechanisms of 
2DEG in MD heterostructures at low temperatures is ionized-impurity scattering. 
When the ionized impurities are far from the conduction channel, there appears 
a new type of scattering, namely interface-roughness scattering, that competes 
with ionized-impurity scattering. In III-V compound heterostructures, the height 
of the roughness is on the order of monolayers and the spatial distribution of 
the roughness is known to reflect the dynamics of a growing surface. Recently, 
Tokura et al.^  ^ observed the anisotropic Hall mobilities in MD triangular-well- 
potential AlxGai-xAsfGaAs heterostructures grown on GaAs(Oll) substrates. 
The mobility in the [110] direction is found to be larger than that in the [110] 
direction. An anisotropic interface roughness is proposed to account for these 
anisotropic Hall mobilities. The dependence of the anisotropic mobilities on 
electron concentration is explained well by the theoretical calculation assuming 
the existence of interface islands remaining in the [110] direction than in the [110] 
direction.
4.3 Hot Electron Transport in 2DEG and 
Electron Scattering Mechanisms
An understanding of the physics of high-field transport in heterostructure 
materials is important both for basic research and for optimization of the design 
and operation of the devices fabricated from them. Experimentally, several 
measurements have been made to determine the mobility as a function of electric 
f i e l d . T h e s e  measurements reveal that the electron mobility depends 
strongly on the electric field, and hot-electron effect is observable at fields as low 
as few V/cm.®®’®^ Figure 4.7 shows the electric-field (E) dependence of electron 
mobility at 9 K for the samples used in this work. The mobility decreases with 
E monotonically. For the fields below 3 V /cm  the reduction in p is quite slow, 
however, as the field is further increased the mobility declines very quickly.
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E (V/cm)
Figure 4.7: Electric field dependence of 2DEG used in this work.
Electron velocity-field characteristics in MD ACGai-xAs/GaAs heterojunc­
tions have been reported by a number of a u t h o r s . M o n t e  Carlo calculations 
have been performed by Yokoyama and Hess®^ '®^  and Nederveen and van de 
Roer.®  ^ Yokoyama and Hess® ’^®^ calculated the electronic states in an MD quasi- 
triangular Alo.sGao.jAsfGaAs heterojunction in a fully self-consistent manner 
by taking the five lowest subbands into account. The electron wavefunctions and 
energy levels numerically derived were used to obtain the major 2D scattering 
rates in each subband. The steady-state and transient behaviors of 2DEG in 
the well were, then, studied through a Monte Carlo method. In Figure 4.8 
their calculated results are shown for the steady-state behaviors of the 2D 
electrons at lattice temperatures 77 and 300 The peak velocities obtained 
in this calculation are ~  2.8 x 10' cm/s and ~  1.8 x 10' cm/s at 77 and 
300 K, respectively. These values are almost equal to those for bulk GaAs with 
=  1 X 10 ’^^  cm~  ^ (dash-dotted). However, the critical field where the peak
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Figure 4.8; Electron velocity versus field in 2DEG
Left hand side; Effective potential and electron density distribution in an Alo sGao.r-As/GaAs 
2DEG structure at 77 and 300 K. The numbers in the figures indicate the quantized energy levels 
of the five lowest subbands. Right hand side; Steady state electron velocity and population 
versus field characteristics in an ACGai-^As/GaAs 2DEG structure at 77 and 300 K. The 
numbers in the figures label the three lowest subbands. Figure from Yokoyama et alA^
velocity is observed for the 2DEG is shifted to lower fields compared with that 
of bulk GaAs. This shift is caused by the reduced impurity scattering for the 
2DEG.
Figure 4.8 also shows that a large number of electrons populates the first 
subband at low electric fields. With the increase of the applied fields, the 
population of electrons in the first subband decreases and that in higher subbands 
increases. At still higher field, electron excitation to the subsidiary minima (at 
first L valleys and then X valleys) begins. Therefore, the population in the 
r  valley and thus the electron velocity decrease with increasing electric field. 
Consequently, the steady-state characteristics for the 2DEG are found to be very 
similar to those for bulk GaAs.
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As mentioned before, the low-field-mobility enhancement in 2D electron 
systems can be attributed to two causes, one being the separation of electrons 
from ionized donors and the other the 2D character of electrons which leads to 
decreased phonon scattering probabilities. Nederveen and van de Roer®  ^ discuss 
a third cause that is a purely classical one and must be ascribed to the strong 
transverse electric field existing close to the ACGai^xAs/GaAs interface. An 
interesting consequence obtained from this study (Monte Carlo calculations) is 
that due to the strong transverse field, the electron energy increases less with the 
parallel field than in bulk GaAs, giving reduced intervalley scattering and higher 
steady-state electron velocities.
4.3.1 Lateral Hot Electron Devices and Electron 
Interactions in 2DEG
It is possible to investigate the ballistic transport of hot electrons in 2DEG in 
a way similar to THETA device. Since the insertion of different materials to 
form barriers in the plane of the 2DEG is impossible with the present technology, 
the most proper way to induce potential barriers is via application of a negative 
biasing voltage to narrow metallic g a t e s . T h e n  a potential barrier is created 
for cold electrons outside the gate region. This potential barrier, whose height 
is easily controllable with the externally applied bias to gate, can serve as either 
injector or spectrometer as in the vertical THETA device. Palevski tt al.^  ^
used this methodology to observe lateral tunneling and lateral ballistic electron 
transport in a 2DEG. They performed electron energy spectroscopy by varying 
the spectrometer height (¡)c with Vcb (Figure 4.9 (a)). To determine the collected 
energy distributions one has to change the energy scale from cVcb to (f>c· (¡>cb 
has been determined by measuring the collector current onset values for various 
emitter energies. The energy distributions shown in Figure 4.9 (b) have a FWHM 
of about 5 meV, which tends to increase as the injection energy increases. The 
peak distribution shifts with the same energy as that of injection energy, as 
expected in ballistic transport.
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Figure 4.9: Transistor characteristics for a lateral hot electron device.
(a) The family of the collector current characteristics for several Veb values corresponding to 
I e  of 0, -20, -40, -60 , -80 p  A. (b) The ballistic distributions for different injection energies 
as a function of excess normal energy above the Fermi level in the base. The peaks of the 
distributions follow the injection energy. Figure from Palevski et al.^^
Various electron scattering rates for two dimensional electron gas has been 
calculated by Chaplik®® and Giuliani et al.^  ^ for T =0 K and A -C  ^  ^
energy dependence of the scattering rate is given as
£5X£. The
m
1 Ep  ^ A. •.2n_rEp^  , i _ / 2 ç t F \  . 1 · (4.6)
where A  is the excitation energy of the electron above the Fermi level and qpp is 
the 2D Thomas-Fermi screening wavevector (qpp =  me^/27re/i^)
For finite temperatures and small excitations, A <C kpT -C Ep, the 
temperature dependence of the rate is given by
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 ^ ^\2ri /  \  . 1 /^ F^F\ . - i \  y.
Tee(T) “  ~Y^~E7^  ^ ^
Impurity scattering rate can be assumed to be temperature independent at 
low temperatures and the excess energy dependence can be written as®®:
llTim r>^^l{l-h^lEF) (4.8)
Here the /? is sample dependent factor. As seen from this equation the 
impurity scattering rate becomes smaller as the injection energy is increased.
Sivan et al.^  ^ studied the various scattering mechanisms relevant for hot 
electrons in 2DEG by employing split-gate point contacts as the injector and the 
spectrometer separated by a 2 pm wide base region. Their results for the collector 
current, Ic, and the transfer ratio, Ic/Iei as function of the injection voltage Veb , 
are shown in Figure 4.10. For small Veb , the injector’s opening is pinched off 
for the applied gate voltage. As Veb is increased the injector barrier is lowered, 
leading to a finite injection current. The collector current starts as soon as the 
injection energy exceeds the collector barrier height, proving ballistic transport. 
The transfer ratio, a, reaches a maximum at Veb =  36 meV and then drops to a 
minimum at Veb =  55 meV, and reaches a second peak at 70-75 meV and a third 
one at approximately 110 meV. The peak magnitude of a agrees with the ballistic 
transport in a solid angle covering the collector current which implies none or 
very weak large angle scattering. The three distinct peaks in a result from one, 
two and three sequential LO-phonon emissions by the injected electrons. Below 
36 meV their do not show evidence of significant scattering. They measured the 
mean free path to be an order of magnitude larger than predicted theoretically for 
electron-electron interaction. They attribute this discrepancy to the injection of 
the hot electrons to higher subbands in a strongly biased constriction. In this case 
hot electrons traverse the sample in higher subbands while the cold ones occupy 
the lowest one. The electron-electron mean free path is then enhanced, due to the 
reduced overlap, by almost two orders of magnitude^® and can therefore account 
for the observed long mean free path.
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Figure 4.10: Hot electron transfer ratio for two opposing point contacts. 
The oscillations in the transfer ratio (solid lines) and the collector current (dashed lines) versus 
the injection voltage for two values of injector gate voltages measured at 4.2 K. The collector- 
barrier is fixed approximately 20 meV above the Fermi energy in the base, from Sivan et al.^ ^
Schappers et alH also measured 1/rge in a 2DEG structure of Ns = 3.9 x 
10^  ^ cm '^ and ¡x =  7.6 x 10® cm^/Ks, as a function of A at 1.4 K. They 
deduced the e-e scattering rate for hot ballistic electrons of energy less than 
both LO-phonon and plasma emission energies, from the small signal transfer 
ratio measured in a structure composed of two point contacts separated by 1 pm. 
Their results show very good agreement with the calculations of Giuliani and 
Q u i n n . I t  can be extracted from the data shown in Figure 4.11 that the Le 
decreases from 1.3 pm to 0.2 pm as the hot electron energy is increased from 0 
to 8 mV. As explained above the difference between the results of Schappers et 
a/.^^and Sivan et al.^  ^ is possibly due to the high gate bias levels applied during 
the measurements leading to injection of hot electrons to higher subbands.
In a 2DEG structure Yacoby et realized a modified Young’s double slit 
experiment to observe the electron interference and dephasing. They utilized 
again two point contacts as the electron injector and the probe. Since scanning of 
the probe spatially is impossible in such a structure, they modulated the electron 
wavelength by biasing a pair of gates in between the injector and probe. The 
observed oscillations in the interference amplitude displays a reduction with the 
excess carrier energy. They utilized this data to extract The results displayed
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Excess energy A (meV)
Figure 4.11: Experimentally derived electron-electron scattering rate in 2DEG. 
The open circles are experimentally measured and the solid lines are calculated values for 
scattering rates, from Schapers et alJ^
Ep - E (meV)
Figure 4.12: Modified Young’s double slit experiment.
(a) A top view of the device used in the experiment, (b) Measured L = l^ e vs the injection 
voltage for three different devices. The solid line is calculated from Equation 4.6 Figure from 
Yacoby et al7~
in Figure 4.12 again shows very good agreement with the theory.®'
In a recent experiment Murphy et al.'  ^ measured the tunnel current flowing 
perpendicularly between two parallel quantum wells seperated by a barrier. The 
brodening of the 2D states are deduced from the conductivity versus dc bias 
applied between the wells. Assuming that the electron-electron scattering mainly
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determines the finite lifetime of individual electronic states, they extracted the 
dependence of Tge on temperature. Their results showed a factor of six discrepancy 
with the theory of Giuliani and Qui nn . Mo t i v at e d  by the results of Murphy 
et a/./^  Zheng and Das Sarma '^  ^ calculated the inelestic lifetime due to electron- 
electron interaction by obtaining the imaginary part of the electron self energy, 
using the Random Phase Approximation. They reported that the the discrepancy 
is due to some quantitative errors in the work by Giuliani and Quinn®  ^ and the 
negligence of the energy dependence of the Coulomb scattering rate. Similar 
theoretical results are also found by Jungwirth and MacDonald.^®
In a work by Dzurak et alJ^  again the lateral injection of hot ballistic 
electrons have been used to investigate electron heating and phonon emission 
by hot ballistic electrons. The electron temperature of the 2DEG is determined 
by measuring the four-terminal resistance of the region where the hot electrons 
are injected. It is observed that the electron temperature showed oscillatory 
behavior with respect to injection energy with a period of 36 meV, LO-phonon 
emission energy as shown in Figure 4.13. Electrons injected with energies below 
36 meV cannot emit an LO-phonon, thus, they loose their excess energies to 
heat the cold electrons only. Whenever the energy of the hot electrons exceeds 
36 meV then they start emitting a phonon. The main scattering mechanism 
at low temperatures for hot electrons with excess energy larger than 36 meV is 
the LO-phonon emission. Therefore, as injection energy reaches this value the 
electron temperature makes a peak and then for higher energies it decreases.
4.4 A Lateral Hot Electron Device to
Investigate Electron Multiplication in 
2DEG
In this work a new lateral hot electron device designed and fabricated on 
AlxGai-xAs 2DEG structure. The purpose of the work is observe the electron 
multiplication in two dimensional systems which is discovered in bulk GaAs
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Figure 4.13: Calculated electron temperature variation in a 2DEG structure. 
Injection energy is —eVi, and injection currents: -10, -20, -80 nA at 1.3 K. Figure from
Dzurak et alJ^
and to investigate how it depends on the various parameters like injection 
energy, injection power, transit length and collector barrier height. The scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) picture of the device is shown in Figure 4.14. A 
descriptive schematic diagram of the device is also given in Figure 4.15. The 
device is fabricated by forming a mesa on the 2DEG heterostructure described 
in section -3.1. The emitter and collector barriers are Schottky gates. Applying a 
negative bias to these gates forms a barrier for the electrons underneath, hence 
sufficiently increasing the gate voltages separates the whole mesa into three 
regions, namel)' emitter, base and collector. The emitter barrier is actually a 
point contact'*'*’“*® with a 250 nm opening. There are several advantages of using 
a point contact as the emitter. As can be seen in Figure 4.16 (a) as the negative 
bias is increased first the electrons underneath the the gates depleted abruptly. At 
that point there is still a conduction through the constriction. Further increasing 
the bias squeeze the constriction and increases the resistance between the emitter 
and the gate. The decrease in the conductance is actually in quantized steps of 
2e^//i, provided that the temperature, kT is quite below the Fermi level and there
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Figure 4.14: The SEM picture of the lateral hot electron device fabricated. 
Emitter, Base and Collector contacts which are not shown here are alloyed on 2DEG 
mesa structure. Electrons are injected through Emitter barrier on the left hand side 
which is actually a point contact. V shaped extensions on the bottom and top of the 
mesa is connected to the two Base ohmic contacts. Only one of the collector barriers 
on the right hand side is activated during the device operation. The distance between 
the emitter and the collectors are 5, 7 and 10 pm.
no electron heating is introduced by applying a bias higher than kT. Typically 
1 K is enough to observe quite sharp steps in the conduction. Increasing the 
temperature and the voltage results in an averaging effect and smoothes the 
steps in a similar fashion. Even at 4.2 K highly smoothed conduction steps are 
visible in our devices, Figure 4.16 (b). The less steep reduction in the conductance 
provides a better control of the injector barrier height. Moreover, it guarantees 
the uniform energy distribution of injected electrons.
4.4.1 Fabrication of Devices
Cleaving and Cleaning
- Sample is cleaved in 4 mm X 4 mm dimensions. There are lines underneath
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the wafer indicating the [Oil] direction. The patterns are aligned such that the 
metals forming collector barriers are parallel to these lines for proper step coverage 
of the mesa.
- Ultrasonic cleaning is applied in trichloroethane, acetone and isopropanol 
5 min for each. Then sample is rinsed in DI water and dried in a N2 gas jet.
Ohmic Contacts
- AZ5214E photoresist is spun at ,6000 rpm to give a 1.2 pm resist thickness.
- Resist is prebaked on a hot plate at 110 °C for 60 s.
- Ohmic contact patterns on the home made mask is exposed to 5 mW/cm^ 
of UV light in the mask aligner for 60 s .
- Photoresist is treated by a chlorobenzene soak before development.
- Exposed parts of the photoresist are developed in 1:4 AZ-400K:DI water.
- A u /G e/N i/A u  are thermally deposited on the sample surface in two 
evacuation sequences.
- Unwanted metalization is lifted-off by immersing the sample in acetone for 
few minutes.
- Sample is annealed in rapid thermal processor at 430 °C for 60 s to alloy 
the ohmic contacts by diffusing down to the 2DEG interface.
Mesa
- SAL-601 negative e-beam resist is spun on the sample surface at 7,000 rpm.
- Resist is prebaked at 75 °C for 30 min.
- Mesa patterns are exposed using the SEM converted e-beam lithography 
system (see appendix).
- Resist is post baked in oven at 105 °C for 10 min.
- Develop the unexposed resists on the sample surface in Microposit Developer 
MF-322.
- GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure is etched in 1:8:160 H2S04:H202:H20 to give 
80 nm mesa in the shape of e-beam exposed patterns.
- Residual resists on the sample surface are removed by oxygen plasma etch.
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Fine Gates
- PMMA is spun on the sample surface at 10,000 rpm which gives a resist 
thickness of about 0.2
- Resist is prebaked in oven at 165 °C for 30 min.
- Fine parts of the gates are exposed using the e-beam lithography system.
- Exposed parts of the PMMA are developed in 1:3 MIBK:IPA solution for 
45 s then rinsed in isopropanol and DI water.
- 100 A Ti and 500 A Au are thermally evaporated onto the sample surface
- Unwanted metalization is lifted-off by immersing the sample in acetone for 
an hour.
Gate Pads
- AZ5214E photoresist is spun and prebaked as described above.
- Gate pad patterns on the home made mask is exposed to 5 mW/cm^ of UV 
light in the mask aligner for 60 s.
- Photoresist is treated by a chlorobenzene soak before development.
- Exposed parts of the photoresist is developed in 1:4 AZ-400K:DI water.
- 150 A Ti and 2500 A Au thermally evaporated onto the sample surface
- Unwanted metalization is lifted-oif by immersing the sample in acetone for 
a few minutes.
Cleaving Die Bonding and Wiring
- The sample is then cleaved into individual devices and each device is 
epoxied to an alumina chip carrier. Then the pads are connected by wire 
bonding. Alumina substrate is not only a chip carrier but also provides good 
heat conduction at low temperatures.
- Chips on alumina substrates are attached to the cold head of the closed 
cycle cryostat by using GE-varnish.
4.4.2 Measurement Setup
Initial measurements for lateral hot electron devices are performed using the 
Janis Model-22 closed cycle helium cryostat. However, the base temperature ol
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this cryostat is not sufficient to observe the expected effects. Therefore the actual 
experiments are performed at 4.2 K by inserting the sample in a liquid Helium 
Dewar.
The measurement setup and the sample connections are shown in Figure 4.15. 
Hewlett Packard 4142B DC Modular Source/Monitor Unit is used to supply 
and measure the voltages and currents. HP4142B is controlled by a personal 
computer through the HPIB interface. All the connections from instrument to 
the sample is wired by coaxial cables to minimize the noise and the shields are 
connected to the circuit common. Since the measurements are all DC, the noise 
at the measurement point can easily be overcome by averaging the input signal. 
However, if there is noise at the sample then it causes electron heating which 
leads to poor results. Therefore, the wiring and the shielding of the measurement 
setup requires extreme care. The results shown in Figure 4.16 prove that the 
electron heating introduced is less than 1 mV. Four independent voltage/current 
sources/meters are used to perform the experiments. For the transfer ratio 
measurements V ;^ is swept from zero to 100 mV at 0.5 mV steps while VcB is hold 
at a constant bias and the base is connected to the circuit ground. Meanwhile, I^ ; 
and Ic are measured at each step. The gate voltages Yge, Y gc are also held at 
constant biases while Vg is being swept. The same measurements are repeated 
after changing the gate biases. Vgc is connected to one of the GCl, GC2, or 
GC3 and the other two is grounded.
4.5 Results and Discussions
To be able to observe the multiplication effect, almost all of the injected electrons 
are needed to be collected on the collector side. For that reason, the mesa 
geometry is designed such that the ballistic electrons injected from the emitter 
side would not go into the base arms (Figure 4.14). Contrary to the similar devices 
previously fabricated®®’®^ ’^^ ’^^  to investigate hot electron interactions in 2DEG, a 
uniform collector gate covers all the way of ballistically traversing electrons to 
attain highest transfer ratio.
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Figure 4.15; The schematic drawing of the lateral hot electron device
The measurement setup and the electrical connections are also shown. GE, GC, E, B,C 
represents the emitter gate electrode, collector gate electrode, emitter, base, and collectoi 
ohmic contacts respectively.
Hot electrons are injected with excess energy (A  =  Vinj) compared to the 
Fermi energy by applying large enough voltage, Ve , across emitter barrier. In 
fact, the injection energy, Vinj, is less than the emitter bias, Ve - This is due to the 
relaxation processes taking place in the emitter regi on. Al though the collector- 
barrier height can be controlled by both changing the collector gate voltage Vac 
and Collector-Base bias Vcb the former is kept constant at zero bias durirrg the
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Figure 4.16: Conductance versus gate bias for the point contact 
(a) Conductance between the emitter and the collector regions as the emitter gate bias swept 
from 0 to -3 Volt. Note the sharp drop around -0.3 Volts and the almost linear decline between 
-0.3 and -2.8 Volts (b) Expanded view of the same graph emphasizing the slight variations 
originating from the conductance quantization. The upper curves that have been offset for 
clarity display the vanishing of the quantization at high biases.
measurements presented here. The collector barrier height can be estimated by 
measuring Ve at the collector current onsets with respect to Vac- Only one 
of the three collector gates is active during the normal operation of the device. 
In Figure 4.17 the schematic representation of the potential profile and device 
operation is shown.
Figure 4.18 shows the emitter and collector currents versus the emitter bias for 
the device described above. Note that at high injection energies, \ Ve \> 40 mV, 
the collector current decreases as the negative collector gate bias increased while 
the emitter current keeps almost constant. This clearly shows that the collector 
barrier height is controlled by the negative collector gate bias. When the injection 
energy is roughly between -0.1 and -0.3 eV the collector current, Ic, increases to
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Figure 4.17: The schematic potential profile for the lateral hot electron device. 
The arrows indicate the direction of electron current which is opposite to the conventional 
current. The design provides three different emitter-collector distances on the same device
values higher than the emitter current, Iei hence the dc transfer ratio which is 
defined as a = Ic/Ie exceeds unity as shown in Figure 4.20.
As a exceeds unity the base current fiows opposite to its normally expected 
direction as displayed in Figure 4.19. This result is similar to the ones obtained 
with the conventional THETA devices presented in the previous chapter. Here 
there is no leakage current from collector to emitter due to the absence, of bias 
between them.
The calculated a shows a steep growth for Vac =  —380 mV around injection 
energy Ve =5 meV and reaches up to 1.5 at Ve =22 meV. The injection energy, 
Ve , at which the a makes a sudden rise can be used to deduce the collector 
barrier heights, (j)c, and as can be seen in the graph, (j)c is a few meV above the 
Fermi level. Notice that the highest value of a occurs at an intermediate value of 
collector gate voltage (and also collector barrier height). This can be explained 
in the following way: For very low collector barriers the base and the collector are 
not well isolated from each other, hence the potential distribution is quite uniform
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Figure 4.18: I /V  characteristics for the lateral hot electron device. 
Emitter and collector currents versus the injection energy with collector gate voltage as the 
parameter. Ygb=  -370 mV and the Gate #1  (hyum) is activated. The inset shows the zoomed 
view of the V£=-0.1 to -0.4 V region of the same graph.
over these regions. Therefore, the base and the collector regions of the 2DEG 
mesa act as parallel resistors, which gives rise to sharing of injected electrons 
proportional to their conductivities. However, as the collector barrier is formed 
and its height is increased slightly, the behavior of the device changes drastically. 
Once the electron is injected over the emitter barrier and passes through the base 
region ballistically, it will stay on the collector side of the barrier with a little 
chance of bouncing back. Consequently, the increase of the barrier height results 
in an increase in the transfer ratio. Further increasing the negative bias on the
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Figure 4.19: Base current reversal in the lateral hot electron device. 
Calculated base current versus the injection energy for the data displayed in Figure 4.18. The 
inset shows the zoomed view of the Ve =  —O.lio — 0.35 V region of the same graph.
collector gate makes the barrier height even higher than the energy of the ballistic 
electrons and then the transfer ratio will again be reduced.
A clear display of cr > 1 is the evidence for the multiplication process taking 
place in the base region. The dependence of the transfer ratio on the emitter 
bias which has a peaked structure around Ve=20 mV, attributed to the electron- 
electron interactions. At very small injection energies the electrons cannot go 
over the collector barrier since they do not have sufficient normal energy.
When the injection energy reaches the collector barrier height, part of the 
electrons in the quasi ballistic beam will go over it. Moreover, the electron- 
electron scattering rate increases as |/n(A)| Flence two mechanisms compete
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Figure 4.20: The calculated transfer ratio. 
The dc transfer ratio, a, is calculated from the data shown in Figure 4.18
to determine a.
• As Vinj increases, the probability for the electrons to arrive at the collector 
gate ballistically, i.e. without suffering any collisions, decreases. This 
reduces a, as observed in the experiments of Schapers et alH
• As Vinj increases, the electron-electron scattering rate increases. Therefore, 
the hot electron can make one or more collisions, giving part of its energy 
to electrons and make them surmount the barrier increases. This is 
basically the multiplication effect and increases a. For this mechanism 
to be dominant the injection energy should be at least two times higher
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than the collector barrier height, i.e. Kvij >
The excess current on the collector side, when a > 1, can not be originating 
from the thermalization of the cold . base electrons. > .Because, Vcb =  0 for the 
measurements presented here, hence,, there is no theimal .current. Here the only 
possible mechanism is the'single e-e pair scatteriilg events. This conclusion is 
different from what Brill· ei a /.determ ined for convejQtional THETA devices, 
where they found that the electron multiplication is. a consec^uence of heating of 
the base electrons, caused by the hot injector electrons.
This conclusion is also supported by the a versus Ve graph, which shows a 
peaked structure while exceeding unity. This behavior differs from the results
obtained with vertical structures (Figures 3.3) where a tends to increase as Ve■ ■ ·■ ·' ( ■
increases. At very high Ve values,  ^the mean free path for electron-electron 
scattering events, Ige, is so short that neither the injected electrons nor the 
secondary electrons can reach the collector barrier with enough normal energy.
As shown in Figure 4.21 peak value of a versus Y e goes up as the negative 
emitter gate bias, hence the emitter barrier height is increased. The a values 
could not be measured for higher Vqe since the collector current decreases below 
the noise floor. As the emitter barrier is increased the emitter current decreases 
for the same injection energies. This means, the electron multiplication is more 
efficient for low injection currents, which is opposite to the results found in vertical 
devices. The electron heating in the base region reduces the transfer ratio which 
results from the single electron-electron scattering interactions.
The Figure 4.22 shows a versus Ye graphs for three different collector gate 
positions. The only variable among the graphs is the length of the base region, 
Ib- As Ib is increased from 5 pm to 7 pm and then to 10 pm not only a decreases 
for all of the Vqc values, but also it is reduced faster as | Vgc | increased. This 
proves the quasi ballistic transport of hot electx'ons over the base region. The 
spectrum of the electrons shift to lower energies as well as broadens for longer 
base regions. The peak value of transfer ratio, ap versus the base length, /g, 
is shown in Figure 4.23. This more clearly displays the faster reduction of the 
ct for higher barrier heights. For the lowest collector barrier the transfer ratio
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Figure 4.21; Peak transfer ratio versus emitter gate bias.
As the negative emitter gate bias is increased the emitter barrier height is increased. The dc 
transfer ratio is observed to increase as well as shifting to higher injection energies. Gate #1 
(5 /im) is used in these measurements.
decreases from 1.5 to 0.7, whereas for the highest one the reduction is from 1.25 
to 0.01. From the data presented here we can roughly estimate that Le is in the 
order of few microns for A ~  20 meV. This result is at least an order order of 
magnitude greater than the theoretical predictions®^’®' and some experimental 
r e s u l t s . S i m i l a r  results are obtained by Sivan et al.^  ^ where they explained 
this discrepancy by attributing the measured long mean free path to the injection 
of the electrons to higher subbands.
The relaxation of the ballistic beam is mainly due to electron-electron 
interactions which gives rise to the multiplication effect observed. In the data
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Figure 4.22: Transfer ratio as function of injection energy.
The three graphs are for three different emitter-collector gate distances. The collector gate bias 
is the parameter and Vcb=-370 mV
presented here, there is no sign of LO phonon emission which has an excitation 
energy of 36 meV. This is due to the dominance of electron-electron scattering 
rate over electron-LO phonon scattering rate at this energy.
In conclusion we have observed the electron multiplication effect in 2D EG 
systems with a novel lateral hot electron device. The effect observed is ciuite 
strong compared to its counterpart in 3D systems, namely the conventional 
THETA devices. The experiments strongly support that the mechanism causing 
the multiplication effect is the e-e pair interaction, rather than the elevated 
temperature resulting in an increased thermal current. Therefore, this effect has
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Figure 4.23: The peak transfer ratio as a function base length.
The collector gate bias is the parameter and VGij=-370 mV. The solid lines merely serve as a 
guide to the eye.
different characteristics in 2D and 3D systems. The future direction of this study 
will be to investigate how the effect modifies with the dimensions, tempierature 
and electron density. Reduction in dimensions is expected to increase the strength 
of the effect. Hence, the device may be forced to work at higher temperatures 
with some modifications on the geometry and 2DEG properties. Moreover, if 
the device is to be used as a high frecpiency oscillator as it is planned for its 
counterpart in THETA devices, the reduction in the dimensions is necessary to 
push the operating frequencies up to THz regime. The structure also provides 
rich experimental data to understand the electron-electron interactions which can 
be compared with some simulations and theoretical calculations.
Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
In this thesis some effects arising from the hot electron interactions in metals, and 
semiconductors are studied. Tunneling hot electron transistors has been utilized 
successfully for investigating the physics of hot electrons in semiconductors. 
Moreover, these devices have great potential as high frequency current amplifiers 
and logic elements. In this study both conventional THETA devices (3D 
transport) and lateral hot electron devices (2D transport) are investigated. Hot 
electrons in metals are also studied through electron heating experiments with 
metallic cross junction.
Metallic Cross Junction
Four terminal metallic junctions of submicron sizes was predicted to show 
nonlinear current-voltage dependencies in both channels as well as between the 
channels recently.^ These predictions are verified experimentally in this study. 
Free standing metallic cross junction structures of various wire widths and lengths 
has been fabricated and their current versus voltage characteristics measured at 
low temperatures.
• A strong nonlinearity in the current voltage characteristics is observed due 
to the reabsorbtion of nonequilibrium phonons emitted in the contact by 
the injected electrons. The coupling between the channels provided the 
control of the conductance on one channel with the bias applied on the 
other channel.
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• The temperature distribution along the channels has been calculated and 
compared with the measured average temperatures of the channels which 
have been extracted from the current versus voltage and resistance versus 
temperature data. The theory and experiment showed a good agreement.
• The results obtained from the junctions with diiferent sizes showed that 
the temperature distribution over the cross structure is more uniform for 
narrower and longer wires, indicating the bettfer coupling from the wires 
to the bath through the wire ends as wire length decreases or wire width 
increases.
• The measurements of the free standing structure are compared with that 
of deposited on Si surface. The latter one showed less nonlinearity due to 
the thermal coupling between the metal and the substrate.
Tunneling Hot Electron Transfer Amplifiers
Recently, electron multiplication effect is observed in THETA devices with 
low collector barriers. The effect was found to be due to the increase of the 
electron temperature leading to higher thermal currents.^ Later a high power 
THz oscillator structure that utilizes this effect is proposed. Motivated from 
these results a new fabrication route has been developed based on in situ focused 
ion beam implantation. The devices fabricated have been characterized down to 
temperatures of 2.4 K and the results are given in the Chapter 3 of this thesis. •
• The fabrication technique completely eliminates the need for shallow base 
ohmic contacts and leads to a very high yield of transistors. The active 
device area which is determined by the implanted region can be reduced 
below submicron sizes to obtain very small parasitic impedances. This is 
an important step towards the fabrication of high frequency hot electron 
transistors.
• The electron multiplication effect is also observed in the devices fabricated 
with this technique. The effect causes a negative differential resistance
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between the base and emitter contacts. The mean time between the 
electron-electron interactions is estimated to be ~.350 fs for the hot electrons 
of Vinj =  375 meV. Comparing with the previously obtained results it has 
been concluded that for higher transfer factors the injection energy should 
be reduced so that the hot electrons can more efficiently interact with the 
cold electrons in the base layer.
Lateral Hot Electron Devices
Hot electron devices similar to THETA devices were realized in two 
dimensional systems using GaAs/AlGaAs modulation doped s t r u c t u r e s . I n  
2DEG structures barriers for electrons are formed by applying negative bias to 
metal gates deposited on the surface. The adjustable barrier heights for both the 
injector and the collector provides a more controlled experiment to investigate 
the hot electron behavior. As presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis a lateral hot 
electron device is fabricated to study the interactions of injected hot electrons 
with the cold electrons in 2DEG.
• The quasi ballistic transport of hot electrons over the base region of 5 to
10 pm is observed in the devices fabricated. Moreover, the multiplication 
effect is also shown to take place in such structures. The effect is shown to 
be resulted from the single electron-electron scattering effects, in contrast 
to the conventional THETA devices. i •
• The mean free path for the hot ballistic electrons injected through a 
point contact is shown to be around few micrometers. Although this 
is contradictory to the existing theoretical c a l c u l a t i o n s , t h e r e  are 
experiments in the literature with similar r e s u l t s . T h e  long mean free 
path is attributed to the injection of the electrons to higher subbands at 
the point contact injector giving rise to a reduced interaction between hot 
electrons and cold electrons.
Appendix
6.A Electron Beam Lithography
In scanned electron beam lithography, a small electron source is imaged on the 
substrate through a series of electromagnetic lenses in an electron-optical column. 
The beam can be rapidly scanned over the sample to trace out any desired 
pattern. In the normal exposure of the organic polymer resists, the electron 
beam causes the breaking of the bonds or induces additional bonds to be formed. 
This results in different molecular sizes in the exposed versus the unexposed areas, 
and this translates to differences in solubility in an appropriate developer.
Although dedicated e-beam systems are commercially available, they are not 
accessible to the average users due to their multi-million dollar costs. Another 
alternative is to convert a scanning electron microscope (SEM) into a lithography 
system. These converted systems usually meets the needs for ultrasmall device 
requirements. During this work Jeol 6400 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is 
utilized as the converted Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) system. The system 
basically consists of a Jeol 6400 SEM, Personal Computer (486/DX66) with Serial 
Interface and Parallel Interface, DA-810 Analog/Digital Interface Board and EBL 
System Control Electronics. EBL Software written in PASCAL language controls 
the system.
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Jeol-6400 SEM allows all the controls to be done externally through the RS- 
232 Serial Interface. However, for the highest performance the beam deflection 
and on/off controls should be done by directly accessing to its scan controller.
The patterns to be transferred on the EBL resist are drawn by using any 
commercial ’’ Computer Aided Design” software which can provide an output 
file in DXF format. The patterns consist of rectangles in arbitrary dimensions, 
positions and colors. The rectangles defines the region to be exposed by the 
electron beam while the color code represents the exposure dose variation within 
the file. These variations are required for proximity correction. Backscattered 
electrons from the substrate slightly exposes the neighboring parts of the normally
exposed region. If the pattern is dense, complicated and has features smaller
■ ! ·
than a micrometer then the proximity effect might cause serious problems. This 
problem is overcome by applying lower doses to the edges of the patterns. For 
very complicated patterns the proximity correction could be done by softwares 
which calculates the amount of correction to be done. However, for transport 
devices presented in this work the proximity correction can be done by trial and 
error method, and most of the time an experienced user can estimate the correct 
doses in the first attempt.
The system exposes the patterns by filling them with dots. The electron 
beam exposes each dot for a duration controlled by the timer within the DA- 
810 board. The ratio of the maximum to minimum dimensions of the pattern is 
limited to 4096, which is the resolution of the A /D  Converter utilized. In addition 
to the image file a data file is also prepared which contains information about 
how the patterns will be scanned. These informations are the exposure dose, the 
separation between each dot d, total number of devices to be exposed, and the 
X and Y distance between individual devices.
The EBL software, takes these two files as the input and transfers the 
pattern onto the sample surface by controlling the deflection coils and beam 
blanker simultaneously. Basically the patterns are divided into small squares of 
dimensions given by ’dot separation’ . The beam is directed to the center of the 
one of the squares and then turned on for exposure. The exposure time ¿ex-p is
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given by texp =  — . Here dose is the amount of charge impinging on a unit
area and usually described in units of pCIan}. After completion of the exposure 
of the first dot the beam is turned off, directed to the next point and so on.
The beam current (/p) is measured just before starting to expose each device 
by the Probe Current Detector (PCD) via a current to voltage converter with an 
amplification of ~  10^  V /A . This home made converter is capable of measuring 
currents with about 1 pA precision after calibration.
The existing X-Y stage of the SEM is automated with the addition of two 
stepper motors each having 200 steps per revolution. EBL Control Electronics 
can move rotors of the steppers with a 20.000 steps per revolution precision by 
further dividing each step into 100 microsteps. This is achieved by applying 
fractional currents to the coils instead of switching them between rated current 
and zero current. To be able to hold the stepper between two full steps with an 
angle 9, (where 9 =  180° represents one full step). The coils has to be excited 
with currents of / j  =  Iosin9, /2 =  Iqcos9, where Iq is the required current value 
for the given load. By adjusting the currents of each coil accordingly the stepper 
can be rotated smoothly or hold at any required position. The EBL software 
calculates the current values for the coils and sets the output voltages of the DA- 
810 Digital to Analog Converter. The microstep controller in the EBL Control 
Electronics uses these outputs to excite the coils. The 1:2.5 reduction gears and 
500 mm screw pitch of the stages gives step size of 10 nm in the X-Y translation 
of the sample.
The EBL system is used not only to directly write high resolution patterns on 
the sample surface but also to produce some of the optical masks needed during 
the thesis work. The step and repeat capability of the system makes it possible 
to produce the same pattern in a periodic array with equal separations.
Figure 6.1 shows the schematic diagram of the SEM converted e-beam 
lithography system.
The overall resolution of the system is 50 nm. The throughput of the system 
is limited mainly by the resist exposure dose. PMMA is the ultimate resolution 
positive resist for e-beam lithography systems.
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PMMA and Microposit SAL-601are used as the EBL resists during this 
thesis. Although PMMA is a very high resolution resist it requires high exposure 
doses ( 100 pC/cm^), hence, it is quite slow. It is developed in the 1:3 
Methylisobuthylketone:Isopropancl solution after the exposure. The resolution 
limit· for PMMA is 10 nm. The Microposit SAL-601 is a negative resist with 
4-8 pCIcm? exposure dose and it has a resolution of 100 nm. The developer 
for this resist is MF-622 Microposit developer. After the development process 
pattern transfer is done either with the metal evaporation and lift-off or etching 
of the sample surface. Figure 6.2 shows a point contact fabricated by lift-off 
technique and used.for transport measurements during this study.
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Figure 6.2; Close up view of a point contact written by the EBL system. 
100 nm PMMA is used as the resist. Bright regions are 40 nnx thick Au deposited by 
evaporation and dark region is GaAs. Sharp ends forming the point contact displays 
the highest resolution achievable with this system.
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